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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Stephen Crane is an American writer whose works appear more
popular now than they were in his own day.

Most critics believe that

his honesty, originality, and artistry are responsible for his current
popularity.

His most popular works, including The Red Badge .Qf Courage

(1894) and "The Open Boat" (1897), were very successful when they were
first published and are still widely read.

The fact that Crane led

such· an exciting and original life makes him an especially interesting
author, but he has received increasing critical recognition as an.
important figure in American literary history.

Crane is associated

with various literary movements such as realism, naturalism, and
impressionism, but he cannot be critically confined to any one of them.
Instead, his innovation and individuality make his work both current
and relevant in mid-twentieth century America.
Stephen Crane spent most of his early life in Newark, New Jersey,
where he was born in 1871, and later in Port Jervis, New York, the model
for his Whilomvill e Stories.

He attended several colleges in New York,

all for short periods of time.

He played varsity baseball while at

these institutions, but he could develop very little interest in classes
and failed to finish the work for most of them.

While at Syracuse

University in 1891, Crane probably started his first rlraft of Maggie:
A

filtl

of the Streets.

This novel was finally published in 1893

although its sales wer e limited.

In 1894 Crane achieved considerable

popularity with the publication of The Red Badge of Courage.

Just as
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he wrote perceptively of Bowery life in Maggie without having experi
enced it directly, so in The Red Badge .Qi Courage he wrote of the
psychological and physical effects of war on Henry Fleming without
having experienced war himself.
In 1895 the publication of Ib.e. Black Riders, a volume of poetry,
increased Crane's popularity.

In the next year, another Bowery tale,

"George's Mother," and an unsuccessful novel, The Third Violet were
published.
in New York.

Also in 1896 Crane became involved in the Dora Clark case
His defense of this prostitute prompted rumors of his

drunkenness-and debauchery and had a lasting effect on his reputation.
In 1897, as a war correspondent bound for _Cuba, Crane _was shipwrecked
from the Commodore off the coast of Florida.

Crane formed this ex

perience into one of h-is best short stories, "The Open Boat. " That
same year, he travelled with his wife, the former Cora Howarth, to
Greece as a war correspondent in the.Greco-Turkish War.

Later in the

year, Crane moved to England with Cora, where he wrote some of his best
short stories, including "The Monster," "The Bride Comes to Yellow
Sky," "Death and the Child," and "The Blue Hotel. "
In 1898, eager to experience war more completely, Crane left
Cora in England and worked as a war correspondent in the Spanish
American War for several months.

When he returned to England after

experiencing many hardships and dangers, he was very weak, and his
lungs were damaged.

Despite his suffering from tube�culosis, Crane

received numerous guests at his rented country home.
often took advantage of his hospitality.

These visitors

Crane'� generosity and his

wife's extravagance caused him to worry constantly about money, and
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most of his writing was done under pressure.

During his illness,

before his death in 1900, his best works were a volume of poems, War
1§. Kind, and the Whilomville Stories. 1
In spite of the non-conventional aspects of his life, Crane was
These include

praised and befriended by many contemporary writers.

Hamlin Garland, William Dean Howells, Willa Cather, Harold Frederic,
Henry James, Edward Garnett, Ford Madox Ford, H. G. Wells, and especially Joseph Conrad.

-�·

Although some criticism of Crane's work was written before 1950,
since that date the increase in critical work has reflected Crane's
increasing popularity. Especially prominent are critical studies of
� Red Badge of Courage, Maggie:

A Girl of the Streets, "George's

Mother," "The Open Boat," and "The Blue Hotel." Notable critics of
Crane include Edwin Cady, Maurice Bassan, Robert
Solomon, and Richard Chase.

w.

Stallman, Eric

A book length study of Crane's poetry

has been written by Daniel Hoffman and was published in 1957.

Comments

on Crane and his writings are included in most literary histories of th�
United States, and some of his works are included in most American
literature anthologies.

There are three biographies of Stephen Crane.

Those by Thomas Beer (1927) and John Berryman (1950) cannot equal the
complete and authoratative biography done by Robert

w.

Stallman in 1968.

One work of Crane's that has had less critical attention than
his more familiar novels and short stories is his long short story,
"The Monster."

This tale appeared in Harper's Magazine in 1898 and was

·-lEdwin H. Cady, Stephen Crane (New York, 1962), pp. 15-16.
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published in book form in 1899 and 1901.
enthusiastically as his earlier work.

It was not received as

In the last twenty years,

however, "The Monster" has rece.ived much more critical attention .
Traditionally, Crane critics have made only passing reference to "The
Monster. " They usually point out the shock effect of Henry Johnson's
injury or consider the story as an example of Crane's social criticism.
Edwin Cady, for example, recognizes that "The Monster" is a criticism
of small town life.

I-

He also mentions the racial implications of. the

story and the courage and heroism of Dr. Trescott, but his references

are brief. 2 Probably the most lengthy and perceptive analysis of the
story has been written by Eric Solomon in Stephen Crane:
12 Realism (1966).

From Parody

Solomon considers the story to be basically a

criti�ism of society.3

However, such criticisms are too narrow to f

furnish a complete understanding of "The Monster. " No critic has
analyzed the story completely in all its aspects, considered the
possible influences of Crane's life and philosophy in the story, and
attempted to discover the unity of an artistic whole in these various
approaches to "The Monster. "
While making a brief reference to "The Monster, " Charles

c.

Walcutt says that the story "has received little critical attention,
perhaps because it is so unpleasant to think about. "4

Edwin Cady, in

2cady, PP• 159-160.
3Eric Solomon, Stephen Crane: ll.Q.!!1 Parody to Realism (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1966), pp. 177-179.
4charles c. Walcutt, American Literary Naturalism, A Divided
Stream (Minneapolis, 1956), p. 82.
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his study of Crane's works states, '"The Monster' cries out for a more

adequate criticism than it has received. "5

It is the purpose of this paper to evaluate "The Monster"
thoroughly, through the approaches of its social criticism of the
small town, through its attack on racial prejudice, through its
relationship to literary naturalism and impressionism, and finally
through the character o f Dr. Trescott.

In each critical approach, both

available critical commentary and the narrative itself are exa�ined,
as well -as events in Crane's own life where they are pertinent.

Chapter.

II deals with the forces of hypocrisy and conformity as the most fre
quent targets for criticism of life in Whilomville.

In Chapter III the·

element of racial prejudice is analyzed in the character of Henry Johnson
and in the treatment of the Farragut and Williams families as stereo�
typed "stage" Negroes.

Chapter IV is an analysis of the elements of

naturalism and impressionism in Crane's style in "The Monster" including
his diction and imagery.

Finally, Chapter V will show that the artistic

unity of "The Monster" is found in the character of Dr. Trescott.

It is

the contention of this writer that the basic unity of "The Monster" is
best understood in the characterization of Dr. Trescott and that the
basic theme of "The Monster" is Dr. Trescott's attempt to l ive a life
of courage, integrity, and kindness as he understands them in the face
of almost overwhelming opposition.
5Cady, P• 160.
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Before beginning this critical evaluation of "The Monster," it
is necessary, in the interest of cl.�rity, to include a summary of the
plot of the story .
Plot Summary
Stephen Crane's long short story "The Monster" is set in the
f ictitious New England town of Whilomville (once upon a time) during
the spring or early summer.

In the_opening scene Jimmie Trescott is

playing train in the yard while his father, Doctor Trescott, is dil
igently mowing the lawn.

Engrossed in the fu� of riding in his cart,

Jimmie accidently runs over a peony.

After some difficulty in commu

nication, Jimmie finally succeeds in informing his father of the mishap.
Jimmie is forbidden to play his game for the rest of the day and seeks
solace in the company of Henry Johnson, the doctor•� Negro stable man.
Henry enjoys Jimmie's admiration and vacillates between the roles of
friend and parent.
Henry has the reputation in Whilomville of being a dude, and on
this particular night he dresses himself carefully and walks t�rough
town to pay a social call on Miss Bella Farragut in the Negro district
of Watermelon Alley.

Most of the townspeople eventually gather in the

town park to listen to the band.

But their amusement is abruptly

interrupted by the roar of a factory whistle indicating a local fire.
The volunteer fire department and numerous onlookers· frantically rush
to the scene of the fire--the Trescott home.

The fire ultimately

destroys the house and the doctor's laboratory.

It also injures both

7

Jimmie and the doctor who, returning late from _a call, rushes in to
save his son.

Henry Johnson, the first to attempt to save Jimmie, has

carried him close to safety before collapsing on the floor in the
doctor's laboratory .
Dr. Trescott and Jimmie recover rapidly but it takes great time
and patience on the part of Dr . Trescott to save Henry, who has lost
his reason and his face from chemical burns.

When Henry is well enough

to walk, the doctor takes him out of town to live in Alek Williams' shan
ty.

Alek and his family are terrified by the unsightly Henry, but not

many weeks pass before Henry escapes from his room and wanders merrily
through Whilomville.

He innocently breaks up a children's party,

terrorizes Watermelon Alley, and is chased down Main Street by a rock
hurling mob.
As a result of Alek's fears and of the community's reaction to
the harmless monster's escapade, Dr . Trescott feels obliged to care
for Henry in his own home.

But it soon becomes apparent that the

community cannot accept the presence of the monster .

Three old gossips,

Martha Goodwin, her sister Kate, and Carrie Dungen feed ravenously on
all rumors and news concerning Henry or the Trescott's and succeed in
spreading dissent among the women of the town.

Jake Winter, the father

of a little girl who was frightened by Henry at the children's party,
insults Dr. Trescott when the latter comes on a house call.

Worst of

all, Jimmie and his friends playfully but cruelly entertain themselves
with Henry in the Trescott's yard.

Finally, in the fall, four town leaders including Judge Hagen
thorpe, who had cautioned the doctor from the beginning that he was

8

doing Henry a questionable service by saving him, visit Doctor Trescott
and try to convince him to move Henry out of town, suggesting locations
and offering to pay his board.

But the doctor, although he admits

that keeping Henry is a problem because he knows of his own son's
cruelty to Henry and has experienced the anger of the townspeople, can
not personally justify moving Henry.

The story ends with Dr. Trescott

consoling his wife as they sit in the drawing room of their home amidst
fifteen empty tea cups and untouched cake.

This usually was the

afternoon that Mrs. Trescott entertained and all. of her friends except
one had -chosen not to come. ·Mrs. Trescott sobs, and the doctor dis
tractedly tries to count the cups as the winter wind howls outside.

CHAPTER II
"THE MONSTER" AS A CRI.TICISM OF SMALL TOWN LIFE

Basic to a complete understanding of "The Monster" is a detailed
study of the story as a criticism of small town life.

Critics have

generally observed that "The Monster" is a work of social criticism,
and some have pointed out that it is, in particular, a criticism of

small town life.
coverage.

None have, however, given the subject comprehensive

As a criticism of small town life, this work is a part of

a significant literary trend involving both naturalistic and local
color writers, that extends from approximately 1870 to 1930.

Crane's

other Whilomville stories are also a part of this trend.
_After a more comprehensive -review-.of -the above-introductor1

material, this chapter will focus on Crane's basic criticism of life
in Whilomville, particularly its hypocrisy and conformity.

Particular

attention will be given to an analysis of the important role that the
three gossips play in Crane's criticism of the hypocrisy and conformity
in Whilomville.

In addition, a brief allegorical interpretation of the

fire in Dr. Trescott's home is included at the end of this chapter
because it symbolizes the action of the entire story and dram�tically
emphasizes Crane's criticism of the townspeople.
Criticism of "The Monster"
Almost all critics who make reference to "The Monster" mention
its social criticism.

Thomas Beer calls the work a study of popul'ar
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stupidity. I

the person.2

John Berryman says that Crane's subject is society against
The story is a "study of society's fear, stupidity,

persecution."3

Ralph Ellison describes "The Monster" as Crane's

explicit projection of his social criticism."4
Solomon, "The Monster," along with Maggie:

A

According to Eric

filtl

contains Crane's most extensive social comment.

of the Streets,

For Solomon,

Whilomville represents a state of mind that exists both sometime and
all the time, depending on the amount of prejudice, hypocrisy, and
fear that exist in the individual and in society.5

. Several critics have also taken special note of the fact that
Crane's social criticism is directed in particular against life in a
small town.

As early as 1926, in the introduction to " The Monster" in

his collected works of Stephen Crane, Wilson Follett shows concern
that the reader "take the tale as Crane meant it, construing it as
before all a piece of social irony, a sort of miniature Late Victorian

anticipation of Main Street."6

More recently, Eric Solomon in a

1 Thomas Beer, Stephen Crane:
York, 1927), p. 163.

A Study in American Letters (New

a

2John Berryman, "Crane's Art," in Stephen Crane:
Collection
of Critical Essays, ed. Maurice Bassan (Englewood Cliffs, New-Jersey,
1967}, p. 49.
3John Berryman, Stephen Crane (New York, 1950), p. 191.
4Ralph Ellison, Shadow

.§lli2.

Act (New York, 1964), p. 65.

5Eric Solomon, Stephen Crane: ..t!..Q!!1 Parody to Realism (Cambridge,
Mass. , 1966), pp. 176-178.
6wilson Follett, ed., The Works of Stephen Crane (New York;
1 926 ) , II I, x •
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chapter in Stephen Crane:

From Parody to Realism that discusses "The

Monster" as social criticism states that in his work Crane has "simul
taneously derided the tradition of most sentimental small-town fiction-
'gentle and secure • • • fathomlessly peaceful • • • the genial atmo
sphere of the horse and buggy age, warm, kindly, tranquil, neighborly,
unhurried, the home of all the virtues' --and deepened the tone of
desperation that was a part of seriously realistic small novels. "7

Edwin Cady refers to "The Monster" as Crane's portrayal of the "terror
and the beauty of American small town's security and boredom and
vulnerability. ''

He considers the compact descriptions of the substance

and quality of the life of the village to be "brilliantly effective."8
Some critics have interpreted the social criticism in "The
Monster" in very unique ways. These individual interpretations do not
appear to be parts of any trends. Grant C. Knight is the only critic
to this writer's knowledge who does not see the story as a serious

indictment of man for his cruel conformity and hypocrisy . For Knight,
the story is a "terse, nostalgic survey of social phenomena in a small
American town."

After listing the various social situations that are

part of the story, he says that they are all "handled with • • • warmth
and thrift • • • • " The chief value of "The Monster" for this critic
"lies in its closely stitched sample of village simplicities and
7

Solomon, p. 199.

8Edwin H. Cady, Stephen Crane (New York, 1962) , pp. 158-159.
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village tensions, a bit of art done so affectionately and so cred
ibly • • • • 11 9

Lars Ahnebrink goes to considerable length to .compare Crane's
story to Ibsen's An Enemy

.2.f.

the People.

Although Crane never made

reference to Ibsen and neither have any Crane scholars, Ahnebrink
thinks it quite " probable" that Crane might have read Ibsen.

He cites

Crane's sensitivity to new literary ideas and the growing popularity
of Ibseri in the 1890's as proof of this premise.

The following are

aspects of Ibsen's play which compare with Crane's story, "The. Monster.•�
It is set in a small town, and its structure is episodic.

Its theme

is the ostracism which results from the basic problem of the conflict
between the individual and society.

The right of the individual is

pitted against the power.of society, and the. refusal. of the .individual
to submit to society results in isolation. Ibsen �xposes the moral
cowardice of the small town and the ppwer of public opinion while
attempting to present both sides of the problem.

A doctor and his

family are the victims of isolation, and the doctor is skillful, truth
ful, just, idealistic, dutiful, and individualistic.

A smug, influ

ential bachelor, Peter Stockman, questions the doctor's point of view.
The atmosphere of the play contains elements of satire, irony, humor,
and tragedy.

Ahnebrink admits, however, that Ibsen's optimistic

endi ng is a departure from his comparison. IO Regardless of the
9Grant C. Knight, The Critical Period in American Literature
(Chapel Hill, N. C. , 195 1), PP• 153-155.
lOLars Ahnebrink, The Beginnings of Naturalism in American
Fiction (Uppsala, 1950 ), pp. 379-38 1.

•
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validity of Ahnebrink's comparison, it provides significant insights
into Crane's story.
The Small Town in American Literature
For a long time during the nineteenth century, the ideal image
of the American village was simply too "neat, compact, organized, and
t raditional" to be disturbed. 1 1

The story set in a background of

"idyllic" village life was still much in public demand during the latter
part of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century.

The

popularity of the works of James Whitcomb Riley, Whittier, and Long
fellow witness this fact.

Such literature �ontinued to be written in

spite of the 'increasing number of writers who criticized it.

The writer

who presented a sentimental, reminiscent view of village life often
stressed such "idyllic felicities" as comfort, firm. religious convic
tions, spiritual rewards, equal distribution of wealth, and friendly
atmosphere.12

Thomas Bailey Aldrich's The Story of A Good Bad Boy (1869) is a
romantic look back to the early years of the nineteenth cen·tury when
Portsmouth was a lively center of commerce. 13

The Gentleman .E!.,Qfil

Indiana (1889) by Booth Tarkington is one of his many novels praising
llcarl Van Doren, The American Novel (New York, 1940), p. 294.
12Russell Blankenship, American Literature �-.fill Expression of
the National Mind (New York, 1931), p. 651.
13 Ima Honaker Herron, The Small Town in American Literature
(New York, 1959), p. 116.
243659
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the middle class virtues and the honest hard work of small town peo

ple. 14 Sarah Orne Jewett's The Country of the Pointed

.E.ll:.§.

ignores

the sordid, bleak aspects of small town life and presents "simple

people" living a quiet life in the "idyllic. past. 1115 Alice Brown's
Tiverton Tales (1899) ignores all hardships.

William Allen White, in

The Court of Boyville (1899), praises the evidences of democracy and
leadership he sees in the boyhood games in a small town. 16

In A Certain

Rich Mru:l, also by White, a young man becomes impatient with the "vir
tuous simplicity of village economics" and is later corrupted in the
city .

The man dies believing in village life.and ideals. 17 •As late ·

as 1922 Dorothy Canfield Fisher presents a defense of village life in
the romantic Rough � . 18

As a criticism of small town life, "The Monster'' (1899) is part
of a large body of similar literature written betwe�n 1870 and 1930.
The new tendency for authors to portray the small town realistically
rather than romantically or sentimentally gained some popularity with
the appearance of the " local color" movement in the 1870's.

This

realistic portrayal of small town life, which became even more

14Blankenship, p. 653.
15Herron, p. 87.

16 vernon Louis Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought
(New York, 1930), III, 374.
17Blankenship, p. 652.

18Parrington, p. 376 .
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widespread in the 1880's and 1890's, often included either implied or
overt criticism of small town life.

The realists reacted against what

they considered to be a romantic, sentimental, and thus false view of
small town life as they knew it.
Although Nathaniel Hawthorne depicted the narrow righteousness
of a Puritan community in The Scarlet Letter (1856), the real attack

on the small town came after the Civil War.

� Hoosier Schoolmaster

written by Edward Eggleston in 1871 presents a critical picture of the

barrenness of life in a Midwestern town.19

E.

w.

Howe in The Story of

.2 Country Town (1883) presents the dull ness of a country town rather
than any lively pioneer spirit. 20

The novel is a "stark

picture of the poor living conditions in a Kansas town.

• grim"
The dullness

is only relieved by gossip; and small-mindedne ss, hypocrisy, repression,
and discontent are common. Religion only increases the misery of life_

because it induces continued repression. 21

Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn,appearing in 1884, is in part the
story of an individual's struggle against a repressive village moral
code as represented by the Widow Douglas.

Twain's sketches of small

towns along the lower Mississippi are grim pictures of muddy streets and
lazy, gossiping townspeople.22
19Herron, p. 202.

20 van Doren, p. 296.
21Herron, pp. 209-212.
22Herron, p. 245.

In The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg

16
(1898) Twain focuses quite specifically on �he hypocritical respect

abili�y of the townspeople. 23

Their complacent honesty is easily

corrupted because it is only a superficial cover for their underlying
greed.

Joseph Kirkland's Zury (1887) depicts a frontier farming

communi_ty in Illinois in all its "stern reality. " For the main char 
acter, a strict early life causes an unnatural thrift with money which
is only turned into kindness in later life.· The narrow intellectual

and social lives of Kirkland's town�people seem to encourage gossip. 24
� Damnation of Theron Ware (1896) by Harold Freder ic is an "un

sympathetic study of small town Methodism. 025 The religious prejudice
of the townspeople betrays a narrow outlook on religion in particular
and life in generai.26

"The Monster" as a criticism of small town life is related to
this body of literature which looked forward in the twentieth century

to Spoon River Anthology, Winesburg, Ohio, and Main Street.

While

"The Monster" is set in an idyllic country town, there is no apparent
reconciliation between conflicting forces.

Although many

of

the above

mentioned writers resolve their plots so that there is some adaptation,
_,..... Crane does not temper his accusations against small town 1 i fe.

The

23Herron, p. 24 7.
24Herron, p. 187.
25Robert E. Spiller, and others, eds. , Literary History of�
United States, rev. ed. (New York, 1953), p. 992.
_ 26Herron, pp. 179-180.

("
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ending of Crane's work is pessimistic.

The conflict between the

individual and the town prevails.
Whilomville Stories as Social Criticism
"The Monster" is often informally grouped with Crane's
Whilomville Stories (1 900), since the setting and some of the characters
are the same.

In these stories, beneath Crane's presentation of boy

hood adventures in a small town setting, lies a "bitter version of man
in society.027

The stories are not intended to be "sentimental, nostal

gic • • • childhood tales. 028

The actions of children are meant to

mirror the actions of adult society.

In particular, the often cruel

boyhood demand for conformity is as strict as the conformity in the
adult world caused by the rigid codes of a

0

stratified" society. 29

Alfred Kazin points out that "Crane's Whilomville is an abstraction that

subsumes the towns of previous boy's books but adds an aura of evil. tt30
In "Shame" and "Lynx-Hunting," the forces of conformity are
especially evident.

In "Shame" the "herd instincts" of Jimmie

Trescott's schoolmates cause him to be ostracized from the group for
bringing his lunch in a pail.

In "Lynx- Hunting" Jimmie does not really

want to shoot the gun; he only does so because of group pressure.

"Herd instincts" are again evident in "The Lover and the Telltale" when
27solomon,

28solomon,

P• -20 2.
p.

201.

29solomon, PP• 20 2-205.
30solomon, P• 29 2.
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J immie's schoolma te s ridi cule him f or writing a l ove let ter.

In "The

Lover and the Te l lt a l e," Crane is es p e cially critical of the adul t
w or l d that cause s Rose Goldege to spy on Jimmie and re p ort what she
see s .

In "The Stove" Crane ex pose s the "fool h.:.1, des tructive, and

il logical" acti ons of adults and children . 3 1
Hypocrisy in "The Monster"
Crane ' s cri t l cism of small t own l ife in "The Monster 1 ' is ba sical
ly a criticism of �he hypocrisy and conformity that he recognizes in the
townspeople of Whil omville.

This crit-i cism o f small t own li fe is cl ose

ly a ss ocia ted wit h and i s the necessary compl ement of his basic theme
of man ' s attempt to live ac cording to h is cwn po int of view.

The

hypocrisy and c onformity of small town life pr ovide threats to man's
individual in tegrity thereby creating a confli ct or struggle. "The
complex in terre lationship of persons" provides the f orce that " crushes
anyone who might try to define h i s in tegrity by challengin g its
m ores."32

The townspe ople are hypocritical when they act or s peak in

a way that is not genuine, when they do or say something tha t i s not
repre sentative of and consis tent with their true feelings.
Through hi s des cr ip tion of the town's rea ction to the fire , Crane
shows that the major ity

of

the crowd are indulging themselves in the

spectacular thri ll and excitement of the fire while supposedly showi�g
31solom on, pp. 209-222.
3 2 oan iel G. Hoffman, The P oetry .£i S tephen Crane (New York,
1 957) , pp. 5-6.
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concern for the sa fety of individuals and the protection o f pr operty .
T hey are entertained by the fire chie f; they argue over ri v a l fire
companies ; and they even ridicule the slow hook-and-ladder.

The towns

people make a contest out o f ringing the bells a ll over ·t he countryside .
Many in the crowd seem eager for some injury or death to talk about.
T he interest and enthusiasm o f the crowd burns itsel f ou t a long
with the fire, and onl y a group of the most perseverant keep vigil
outside · Judge Hagenthorpe ' s house where the injured are being c ared
for.

Out o f the crowd o f news-seekers and well-wishers, Crane focuses

_ on an old l ady with a "miraculous poultice ! ' w ho is attempting to gain
entrance to the Judge ' s house in order to assist the injured. 33

But

ironi ca l ! y , in an act o f Christian charity, s he quotes "mos t damming
Scripture " ( p. 49) to an o f ficer who would not let her enter the
house.

Certainly , the incident is characteristic o f a ll that is iron

ical and hypocritic al about Whilomvi lJe.

This old l ady, t he boys

keeping vigil, the newsp aper reporter, the extra doctors, and many o f
the townspeople are most concerned about the injured, when they can do
little to help them.

Their hypocritical concern is merely part o f the

excitement o f the event.

Later ·when they could rea lly he lp the injured

by being kind and charitable, they become vici ous and cruel .
Even more hypocritica l are the townspeople's attempts at good
will when they hear the false rumor that Henry is dead.

T hey "turned

33stephen Cr ane, .. The Monster, " in T he Red Badae o f Cour age and
Selected Prose and Poetry , ed . , Willi am M . Gibso�, 3rd ed. ( New York,
1 968), p. 49 . Herea fter quo tations f:rom the text o f "The Monster " . wi ll
refer to this edition and wi l l be c i ted in the text o f the p aper by a
page number enc losed in parentheses.
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a reverent attention to the memory of this hostl er" ( p. 49 ) . When
Henry was bel ieved to be dead it was safe for peopl e to regret that
they had not known enough to give him "a hand and a l ift when he was
al ive , and they judged themsel ves stupid and ungenerous for this

failure" (p. 50 ) .

Henry ' s death mere l y gives the townspeopl e a safe

opportunity to hypocritical l y fl aunt their charity and good- wil l ; a
dead person could not remind them of their l iving obligations.

The

true extent of the townspeople ' s good- wil l becomes evident when Henry
is again present among them , and they cruel ly reject him.
The editori al staff of the newspaper seems eager to announce the
death of Henry, death being more newsworthy than mere inj ury.

Their

eagerness to fl aun t their l iterary tal ents �nd sell newspapers overcomes
the genuine concern for Henry that is claimed in the editorial . Thus,
what they write is hypocritical .
The men in the barbershop provide another sampl ing of the town ' s
hypocritical reaction to Henry .

In their superf�cial discussion they

express great sympathy for the doctor and for Henry .

But their sympathy

is meaningless and hypocritical because it is only part of an unnatural,
forced conversation in a barbershop.
never gets out of the barbershop.

It is al so hypocritical because it

In their conversation they sympathize

with Henry and the doctor ; later, in their actions, they wil l condemn

both of them.
Judge Hagenthorpe, supposedl y a man of reason, a protector of
j ustice, and a friend of Dr. Trescott, is one of the more hypocritical
characters in the story. He shows that he is really none of the things
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he pre tends to be when he gives up all resp onsib il i ty for the doc tor ' s
action s, assuring him tha t he is crea ting a mons ter without a mind.
A dis cu ssion be twe en the judge and Alek Williams con cerning a
raise in pay for boarding Henry emphasizes the self-righteousness and
hypocrisy of Judge Hagen thorpe.
e qual .

The judge treats Alek as les s than an

The following quo te s illus tra te the Judge' s at titude :

" If you

have flour in the barrel and meat in the pot, your wife can get along

without receiving lady callers, can ' t she ? • • • Well le t them s tay
home if they are su ch silly people • • • Your old woman i s an idiot •
• • • You don ' t care what a lot of fooli sh people say.

Go on tending

to your busines s, and pay no attention to such idle non sen se ; • •
What do you care wha t he look s like " (pp. 56-59).

The se remark s are

extremely hypo critical because the judge and the rest of the towns
people wi ll prove that they are not capable of doing what the judge has
so se lf-righteously asked a les ser ci tizen like Alek to do.

The judge's

own wife, as we ll a s ten o ther women in town, be come the "silly people "
(p. 5 6) who refuse to vi si t because of Henry ' s presen ce.

The judge and

the re s t of the town become:' the "foolish people " (p. 57) who gossip
about Henry.

One expe c ts greater unders tanding and sympa thy from a

man of the judge's in tellec tual background and social position . than he
shows toward Dr. Tre s co tt and Alek.

When Henry vi si t s Wa termelon Alley the se cond time, as a "genial
monster" (p. 68), Bella ' s a c t ions, which are eas ily los t in the humor
of the situation, a c tual ly reveal the ex treme hypocri sy of her earlier
c laim of being engaged to Henry.

In her panic, she shows absolu te �y
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no concern for the pathetic Henry. Her reacti on is certainly not a
loving one , and not at all consistent with her earlier prai se of Henry.
Through the poli ce ch ief the reader learns that crowds have
chased Henry and thrown rocks at him. · But the chief tempers the report •
adding that "they never touched him. Of course nobody reall y wanted to
h it him, but you know how a crowd gets. It's like--it's like--" (p. 69) .
Whatever i t's like, i t is certainly a di stinct contrast to the "hand
and a lift" (p. 50 ) that the people wished they had given Henry _ when
they thought he was dead. Like Bella, they expose their hypocri sy
because their actions are not at all · consistent with their earlier
praises and regrets when Henry was thought to be dead.
It is unfair to say that the personal concern that the four men
show for Dr. Trescott ' s economic security is totally hypocri tical.
However, the i r presence as "very acti ve and influential citi zens"
(p. 83 ) is somewhat hypocritical because in that respect they are really

town leaders and must represent the "hostility of the commun i ty."3 4

As representatives of the townspeople the ir first concern i s obviously
with getting Henry out of town. The townspeople are not -concerned with
Dr. Trescott's economic security, for they are di rectly responsible for
the ruin of his practice. When the situation is looked at in this way,
there is a certain lack of genu ineness in their motives for visiting
Dr. Trescott.
34rhomas A. Gullason, "The Symbolic Unity of 'The Monster, '"
MLN, LXXV (1960 ) , 677.
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Con formity in "The Monster"
· If Crane uses "The Monster " to show the hypocrisy of the small
town, he also uses it to reveal the demand for conformity.

A very

· prominent entry in Crane ' s notebook �mphasizes his point of view about
conformity.

It is a well-known statement of Ralph Waldo Emerson's:

"Congratulate yourselves if you have done something strange and extrav

agant and have broken the monotony of a decorous age. " 35 The demand
-·
for conformity is one of Crane • s bas ic criticisms of small town 1 ife
because it is responsible for social and religious repression that
results in narrow-mindedness and d ullness or lack of spontaneity in
life .

Con formity chall enges the individual's incentive and his personal

_ point of view.

The conformity of the townspeople is prompted, in part,

by their need for domestic secur ity which is threatened by Henry
Johnson ' s presence in the community.
Several critics have made special reference to the scene in
which the picture entitled "S igning the Declaration" burns and falls
to the floor as being symbolic of the subsequent destruction of Dr.
Trescott' s independence of thought and action as a result of the
townspeople ' s demand for conformity.

It will become apparent in the

story that conformity is the way of life in Whilomville, and indepen
dence is only a word on a plaque.

Much of the control of conformity

in Whilomville is accomplished through the under-currents of kitchen

-1 968 ) ,

35Robert
p. · 334 .

w.

Stallman , Stephen Crane: A Biography (New York �
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g ossi p .

Crane uses the three gossips as repre sentatives of this hidden

f orce.

As a re sult, the demand f or conf ormity that causes the ostracism

of Dr. Trescott is some thing negative and c overt; pe ople simply refrain
from visiting and c onsul ting Dr. Tresc ott.

The reader is only pre

sented with the effects of that conformi ty.

However, there are several

scenes in the story where c onf ormity .is overt, and Crane intends these
scenes to be indicative of the negative conf ormist capabilities of
the townspeople.

Early in the story, Crane makes a poiftt of revealing the confor
mity of the y oung men at the band concert in the park.

"Most of the

young men of -the t own affected t o be superi or t o this band, even ·to
despise it • • • they remained thus beyond the borders of the restivities because of their dignity" ( p. 36).

While the more ope n and

h onest y ounger b oys enjoy themselves by running thr ough the crowds and
· sh ow open admirati on f or the snaredrum player, the self-conscious older ·-·
b oys stand around passively and make sarcastic c omments ab out the
band "because it was fashionable to say that manner of thing c oncerning
the band" (p. 36) .
The conf ormity that Crane reveals in the th oughts and acti ons of
these y oung men is certainly rather inn ocen t and understandable in
young pe ople, but when this childish conf ormity is mirrored in the
lives of adults it bec omes cruel, and its result is tragic.

As is

the case in his Whil omville st ories , when Crane includes a children ' s
scene in the action of the story, he is very frequently m ocking "the
familiar boyhood idyls " and using the f orm to di sguise his savage
attacks on the adults in the town.

F or Crane, the actions of children
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re fle ct the universal "human condition." 36

And he often sees in their

actions " the instinctive immoral cruelty and ruthless herd impulse ''
tha t is responsible for the "martyrdom of t he individua1. 037

Another example of t his overt con formi ty is t he report by the
police chie f o f the stoning o f Henry Johnson.

Regardless of the

crowd and their fears, individuals mu st still be held responsib l e for
their actions.

Thi s mob action is the very epit ome of con f ormity, and

the result of c onformity is the comp l ete n egation of the individual
respon sibi lity that Dr. Trescott exerci ses.

Thu s the fire and the

resultant disfiguration of Henry· have fin ally ex posed the t ownspeople
in an overtly cruel act .

But the overt cruelty of this act is only

an indication of the cruel ty o f the hidden conformity that causes
Dr. Trescott to be excluded fr om the society.
The ac tions o f J immie and his friends in their game with Henry
indicate the conformity o f adults in their child ish fear of and lack of
respect for Henry.

The c hildren act with the same blind c on formity a-s

the unreasoning m ob that earlier stoned Henry.

Like adults, the

ch ildren feel no s orr ow for having been cruel to Henry; t hey simply d o
not realize what t hey have done.
any other human considerations.

The demand for conformi ty overc omes
I t is this demand that causes t he

bas ic con f lict between Dr. Trescott and the people of Whilornville.
It even t ually masses public -opinion aga inst the doctor and seals hi s
fate.
3 6solomon, p. 200.

3 7 Maxwell Geismar, Rebels .s,lli! An ce stor s (Boston, 1953) , p. 126.
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A significant cause of this excessive c onformity in the c ommu
nity is the townspe ople's concern for domestic security.

Crane subtly

indicates this concern early in the story, just after the fire alarm
sounds.
As the crowd rushes down the street to the fire , a young b oy
p leads almost violently with his mother to let him jo in the cr owd.
It is an unusual and exc iting event for the boy and he d oes not want
to miss it.

Aside from his own interest in the fire, he will c�rtainly

want to be a part o f the group of important boys who can say they saw
- the whole thing.

But t he ·boy ' s mother resp c:mds negatively-,' and in a _

last desperate attempt the boy pleads, "Just down to the c orner, ma? "
And his mother responds, "Willie, it's half-past nine n ow" (p. 39).
Thus the "firm tones of domestic security" intervene to keep the child
from do ing something out of the ordinary. 38

While domestic security

is not openly stressed in the story , it is a very real c oncern for the
people in Whilomville.

It is a contributing cause of their con formity

in ostracizing Henry and Dr . Trescott.
is endangering their safety.
peace ful , routine l ives.

The townspeople feel that Henry

He and Dr. Trescott are threats to their

Henry ' s rampage thr ough town causes this

c oncern for domestic security to become a frantic obsess ion.
This obsession is apparent when the cowardly , small-minded Jake
Winter insults Dr. Trescott.

Like many other townspe op le , Jake allows

his own personal fears f or the d omestic security of his daughter to
38Solomon, p. 186.
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take precedence over a greater more humanitarian concern for his
fel lowman.

Such a small-minded person is a typical target for Crane's

cr iticism of the small town.
The four town leaders represent the townspeople's need for
domestic security when t hey appeal to Dr. Trescott to allow Henry to
be placed on a farm or in an institution.
T he Three Gossips
Crane's condemnation of hypocrisy and con formity gains momentum
as he nears t he end of t he story.

It - reaches its height in his treat

ment of the three gossips, Martha, Kate, and Carrie.

Critics have

correctly pointed out t hat Crane seems to have lost his sense of
proportion in the two parts where he characterizes the women.

Martha,

especially, "is drawn with a fury out of all proportion to any part
she is given to play. "39

His discussion of the gossips is more lengthy

and his condemnation more intense than is apparently necessary.

A

further flaw seems to be Crane ' s inconsistent characterization of
Martha.

At first s he is completely condemned as an extremely hypo

cr itical bigot, but later she defends Dr. Trescott against the rest
o f the town.

Donal d Gibson believes that this dual view of Mirtha

makes Crane's attitude toward Dr. Trescott confusing.

This confusion,

accord ing to Gibson, is possibly indicative of Crane's reservation
about Dr. Trescott's decision. 40
39 Follett, p. xvi i.

Gibson considers Martha's final stand

40 Donald B. Gibson, The Fiction .Qf S tephen Crane ( Carbondale, Ill. ,
· 1968), p. 139.
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to be based on her recognition of human re spon s ib i l ity. 41

Er ic Solom on

a l so expres se s confu s ion on th i s i s sue, wonder ing why, if Martha i s
supposed to be the epitome of small town intell igence, she seem s to
voice Crane' s opin ion s in scorning her fr iends. 42
The following d i scus sion is not intended to excuse the se flaws;
it is rather an attempt to explain them from both a b iograph ical and
a textual point of view in order that the se weaknes se s might become
more under standable a s a part of Crane' s crit ic i sm of sma ll town l ife.
Stephen Crane admitted at one time that he had Port Jervi s at
least partial ly in mind when he wrote "The Mon ster. "

H i s most obvious

reference to that town i s his character ization of Martha Goodwin. 43
In 1893 the author wrote the fol low ing letter from Port Jervi s b itterly
complaining about a self- righteou s, hypocri tical matron whom he had
the m i sfortune of meeting .

"There i s

a

femin ine mule up here who ha s

roused al l the b loodthir st i n me and I don't know where it wil l end. "
This woman, who has "no more brain than a pig, " i s a l so referred to a-s
a "mummy 11 and a "maggot. "

She �'sits in the kitchen and grunts, " and

"when she grunt s someth i ng dies howl ing. " ·us ing wordi ng s im ilar to
what he u ses four year s later in "The Monster, " he says, " Thi s lady
in her righteou sne s s i s just the grave of a stale l u st and every boy
in town knows it."44
4 1Gibson, p. 1 38.

42 solomon, p . 196.
43stallman, p.

33 4.

44aerryman, Stephen Crane, p. 91.
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Accord ing to Wilson Follett, t hi s woman " seems to be one o f
the few phenomena that Crane never got over , never saw w ith detach
men t. " 45

A year later he condemned a lady who comp limented him on

his _poetry.

"And t he ab so lutely fal se· tongue of her prattled away for

ten minute s in more l ies t han are usually heard at one time. 0 46

Further

empha siz ing his in ten se di s like for t h i s type of woman , Crane wrote in
1 896, "Let a woman once take an interest in t he s hortcom ings o f her
neighbors , and s he immediately and naturally begin s to _magni fy �vents
in a preposterous fashion • • • • " 4 7

Considering the se opinions, it

i s not ent ire ly surpris ing that Crane wou ld �evote more space to hi s
characterization o f t he t hree go ssip s than i s apparently neces sary.
These women are simply more signi ficant to C rane a s social forces
c ontributing to t he hypocri sy and con form i ty o f t he whole town than
they are to mos t readers.
Crane al so a llowed himsel f the pleasure o f critic izing such
gos sip s in "The Lover and The Telltale , " one o f his Whilomvi lle storie s.
Little Ro se Go l dege, who tel l s on Jimm ie Trescott , represent s a group
o f women who exi st in a "pretentious and o ften exa sperating virtue .

•

•

T he principle and indeed solitary joy wh ich entered t he ir live s was the
joy o f talking wicked l y and bu s ily about the ir neighbor s .

It wa s all

done without dream o f it s being of the vulgarity of the alley s . n 48
45 Fol lett, p.

xvi .

46stallman, p. 197.
47solomon, p. 29 1n.
48solomon, p. 2 10 .
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Crane als o criticizes women in "The Blue Hotel " saying "usua l l y there

are from a dozen to f orty women really involved in every murder • • • "49

T his quote is espec ially indicative of the power and con formity of
women's o pinions.

Biog raph i ca l references as explanations of C rane's

excessive criticism of t he gossips are secondary to a textual analysis
of this criticism and its significance in further deve loping Crane's
criticism of small town life in "The Monster. "
Martha Goodwin is a hardworking , respectable widow ab out whom
Crane i ronical ly states, "She was a woman of great mind" ( p. 70).

He

pr oceeds to show that .she is real ly a narrow-minded, hypocritical bigot.
She had never known vi ol ence, but in her intellectual narrowness , she
"adv ocated drastic measures " (p. 70) against Cuba, China, and Armenia.
In her younger days her mind was filled with romance ; now it is f i lled
with kitchen g ossip and United States foreign policy.

"In regard t o

s ocial misdemeanors, she who was simp ly the mausoleum of a dead passion
was pr obably the most savage critic in town" {p. 7 1). Character istically, she hypocritical ly condemns several local lovers.

Her sniff

as part · of her "exa l ted contempt" (p.- 70 ) for others and the ir ideas
fits her perfectly.

In emphasizing Martha's contro l over the thoughts

of others, Crane states that "This unknown woman, h idden in a ·kitchen
as in a wel l, unknowingly had considerable in fluence u pon the opinions
of others" (p. 71).

Indeed, "every time the town m oved a yard, she .

had personally c ontributed an inch" (p. 71).
causes conformity in the community.
49 walcutt, p. 73.

She is· a force that
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Because of Mart h a ' s odious personality, her acquaintances, who
f lo ck to her with gossip, form unoffi cial a llian ces in support o f one
another against her.

Alt hough they would l a ter disbeli eve al l of her

"theories '' (p. 71) they always respect her for spea king out on issues.
In their cowardly hypo crisy they do not dare to con front Martha with
their disagreements.

One of these a cquaintances, C arrie Dungen , is

espe cial ly hypo critical.

"Afterward, under · another sun, she always

l aughed at Martha and pretended to deride her ideas, but in t he
presence of the sovereign she a lways remained silent and · admiring"
(p. 7 1).

Thus Martha's opinions are significant because they cause

most of the women in Whilomville to conform in their disagreement with
her.
Through the comments of Carrie Dungen, Crane further emphasizes
the inf luence of conformity on the opinions of gossi ps.

C arrie reports

what "a lot of peop le say" (p. 72) about Dr . Trescott's con frontation
with Jake Winter.

When Martha disagrees with Kate and C arrie by s ay ing

that she would not be afraid o f Henry and that Sadie Winter is not very
ill, C arrie cautions her saying, "You carf't go against the whole town"
{p. 81).

She assures Martha that "everybody's afraid o f him, " and

"everybody says so" { p. 81). Emphasizing the influence of comments
such as "everybody says so, " Crane says in an earlier reference to the
merits o f the fire chief that

'" My

father says' was a very formidable

phrase in argument" ( p. 47 ) .

Through C arr ie's comments, Crane is

giving the reader an ex ample of the for ce of public opinion.

This

appeal to con formity is a significant influence in molding public ·
opinion aga inst Dr . Trescott.
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Kate and C arrie are so afraid of Henry, because of public
opinion, and they are so narrow-minded, that l ike Jake Winter they lose
sight of all concern for �umanity and absolutely condemn Dr. Trescott .
_ Kate, a weak little woman is especially cruel in her comment that Dr.
Trescott deserved to lose all of h is patients.

Martha makes little

of Henry's frightening appearance and Sadie's illness and defends Dr.
Trescott mainly for the sake of d isagreement. As a result, Kate and
Carr ie, so cruel in the ir c ondemnation of Dr. Tre scott and Henry, are
forced to form an all iance against Martha.
Thus, besides mak ing it very obviou � that these ladies are
vicious gossips, Crane is also presenting the reader with a s ignif icant
cause for the Trescott ' s social ostracism .

Without realizing the

ultimate effect of her opinion, Martha causes her associates to d isagree
wit h her defense of the Trescotts.

A s a result, it is likely that many

of the women of the town form definite opinions agains t the Trescotts
and Henry just because t hey know they must conform in the ir d isagreement
with Martha.

The point of view Martha takes need n ot be cons idered

inconsistent with her charac terization.

It is in keeping with her

superior air and recalcitrant nature to be in disagreement w ith her lady
friends, and by vo icing t heir opinions first, Kate and Carr ie leave
Martha with no choice but to defend Dr. Trescott.
In add ition, Crane possibly manipulated his plot in this way i- n
order to stress the fact that the cruelty of these w omen is really
un intent ional.

In the ir desire for conformity the women of the town

lose sight of the effects of their gossip. Thus the process by wh ich
Dr . Trescott is ostracized becomes even more frightening when one
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r ealiz es tha t the women who are a par t of that process are really
unaware of what they are doing. T hey act in bl ind con formi ty.
Consider ing the tremendous influence of Mar tha , Kate, and Carrie
upon the forming of public opinion in Wh ilomvil l e , and keep ing in m ind
Crane ' s personal feel ings abou t gossips, one can interpre t these ra ther
inconsisten t scenes as an impor tan t par t of Crane ' s criticism of con
form i ty and hypocrisy in a small town.

The sign if icance of these three

gossips in furthering Crane ' s expos J t ion of the conformi ty and hypocrisy
tha t exists in Wh ilomville makes the commen t by one of the town leaders
in part twen ty- three quite credible.

In attemp ting to place the blame

for Dr. Trescott ' s os trac ism he says , � " I t ' s the women" (p. 84).
T he Symbolism of the Fire
I t is difficult to overlook the fac t that Crane's descrip tion of
the fire in the Trescott home stresses the d ifference between the
appearance and the reali ty of the fire.

This description makes the

fire symbolic of the later hypocr i tical ac tions of the townspeople.
Crane ' s description star ts with the calm and quie t atmosphere �hich
surrounds the Trescott home.

The dog prowling the area and Pete

Washing ton strol ling past w histl ing for Henry and find ing the loft
deser ted add to the calm, lazy quali ty of the summer night.
peaceful night is transformed gradually in to a n ightmare.

Bu t the
The trans

forma tion beg ins as an innocen t and delicate "w isp of smoke" drifts
"qu i e tly into the branches of a cherry tree " (p. 39).

H idden wit hin

the house , the fire continues to build up momen tum. Even when it
finally breaks for th and the alarm is sounded, the fire blaz ing at the
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windows and the smoke ro l ling out are only a sma l l indi cation of the
intense heat and f l ames that are de stroy ing the hou se from with in.
The fire f orm s a symbo lic mi croco sm of the a ction of the entire
story.

Henry's inj ury and the methodical d e struction of Dr . Tr e s cott's

laboratory and hou s e are symbo l i c of the treatment that Henry, the
doctor, and his family receive from the town speo pl e afte r the catas
trophe.

In particu lar, the d e ceptive innocence and beauty of the

f ire and its beginnings are symbolic of the hypo critical, deceptive
l ives of the town s peop l e .

The viciou sly d e struct ive qualitie s of the

fire in r eal i:ty are re_f l.e cted in· ,the �cru e l -conformity of · the towhspeopl e
in their action s t oward Henry and the Tre s cotts.

Jus t a s the apparently

innocent and beautiful fire d e stroys Henry and the doctor' s office
and home, so the flame s o f the town sp eople's fear and hate wi l l
o straciz e Henry and the Tre scotts and des troy their live s.

Thu s it

can be truly said that in "The Mon ster " Crane expo s e s man' s inhumanity
to man.

CHAPTER III
"THE MONSTER" AS CRITICISM OF RACIAL PREJUDICE
Of

part i cu l ar s ign i f i cance to the modern reader is the element

of s oc ia l criticism in "The Monster " that· takes the f orm o f criti c ism
of rac ial prejudice.

Other writers who were roughly contemporary with

Crane reacted against the r omantic ism of writers l ike Thomas Nels on Page
and Harriet Beecher Stowe and tried t o dep i c t Negro chara cters more

rea l istically.

These more real ist ic writers include Ge orge Wash ington

Cable in h is later writings such as The S i lent South ( 1 885 ) and The
Near o Que st ion ( 1888) ; K ate Chopin in her short story, "Desir�e's Baby"
( 1893 ) and T he od ore Dreiser in "Nigger Jef f. "l

Crane ' s treatment of

the Negr o is , however , m ore c omplex and subtle than that o f these
wr iters.

It is the purpose of this chapter to analyze Ste phen Crane's

crit i c ism of racial prej ud i ce as another · cr it i cal approach to "The
Monster . "

Evidence o f th is critic ism can be seen in Crane ' s chara cter

izat i on o f the Farragut and Williams famil ies as stereotyped stage
Negr oes.
c.

More clea rly , crit icism of ra cial prejud i ce is a pparent in

the .-t own 's treatmen t of the Negro chara cter Henry Johnson , both before
and a fter the f ire , and a ls o thr ough an all eg orical interpretat ion of
Henry ' s react i ons t o be ing trapped in the burn ing h ome of Dr . Trescott.
Crane ' s humor ous descript i ons of the a ct i ons of the Farragut and
Wil l iams fam ilies in h is brief chara cter i zat i ons of them as stage
lc1aren ce Gohdes, "T he Later Nineteenth Century, " in The Liter
ature o f the Amer i can Pe opl e, ed. Arthur Hobs on Qu inn (New York,

_ 1 951 )

,p.

654 .
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Negroes subtly reveal the prevailing tenden cy o f wh ite peo ple to con
s ider the act ions o f Negroe s in the g iven s ituat ion s to be more humor
ous and absurd than the ir own.

The stereotype impl ie s a prejud iced,

condescend ing att itude on the part o f white people. 2

Prompted by

Henry Johnson's appearance in Watermelon Alley, Bella Farragut madly
dashe s around the corner of her house to get ready for Henry's vi s it.
Crane cont inues to exaggerate the v i s it between the Farraguts and
Henry.

"After a great deal o f kowtow," Henry and Mrs. Farragut "ex

changed the mos t tremendous c iv il it ie s ; " when Bella pre sent s her self,
there i s "more kowtow on all· s ides."
illum inat ion. "

Her w h ite teeth are "l i ke an

Further humorou s re ference i s made to the ''long-w inded

stew" attended to by Mr s. Farragut at t ime s and to S im's go ing to bed
in the corner as "d�mest i c it ie s " ( p. 35).

Crane says that they cont inue

the bow ing, smil ing, ignor ing, and im itat ing unt il a late hour.
The next t i me Crane focuses on the Farraguts, he makes them look
even more r idiculou s.

They are under standably frightened by Henry ' s

d i s f igured face and incoherent talk, but they are st il l humorou s.

Mr s.

Farragut heads for the back fence and scrambles over it; S i m s ilent ly
falls off the ra il ing, eye s st ick ing out; and Bella scramble s up the
front ste p s.

Th i s commot ion takes place in spite o f the fact that

Henry i s as polite as he was on h i s other v i s it.
Almost all o f Crane's re ferences to Alek Will iam s and h i s family
are equally humorou s. Like the Farraguts, the Will i am s seem to be
2 J. c. Leven son, ed. , "Stephen Crane, " in Maj or Wr iter s o f
Amer ica, ed. Perry M iller (New York, 1962), II, 395.
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characters off t he stage of a minstrel show.

They can hardly control

themse lves a t t heir first sight o f Henry ' s disfigured face.

After

_ letting out a yell, all Ale k can say __i_s :"-� 'ma Lode a' massy "_ over and
over again.
somrnersaul t.

Mrs. Williams shrieks and almost achieves a backward
The rest of the "tribe of Williams " f orms a "wailing

heap" behind the st ove (p. 55).

When Alek asks Judge Hagenth orpe f or

a raise in pay f or boarding Henry, his speech c ontains a malapr opism,
he slaps his knee with his hat, he scratches his w o ol, swings his head
from side t o side, and kicks the ground.

In the scene where A lek

· checks on Henry and finds h is r oom empty,- Crane describes the reactions
of the Williams fami l y in the same humor ou s and exaggerated way .

In

the se scenes, C rane is show i ng that the white pe ople ' s condescending
attitu�e t oward the Negro is a_ fo olis�ly prejudiced one becau se in
similar situati ons white people wou ld, and in fact d o, act n o le ss
absurdly and humor ous ly.

Cer tainly , the men in the barbershop, the

b oys on the street c orner, Jake Winter , and the g ossips are n ot without
absurd qualities.
A number of critics recognize the ·fact that through character
izat ion and narr ation Crane is ex po sing racial prej udice in the towns
pe op l e ' s - reacti ons to Hen ry Johnson.

Donald Gibs on sees Henry as a

symbol of other Neg r o m on sters created by society after he has been
freed from its c onfining structures. 3

Rec ognition of . C rane's criticism

of racial prejudice is a l s o apparent in Robert
on the social irony in "The Monster. "
3Gibs on, pp. 1 37-138.

w. S tal l man ' s c omment

He states that "the white man ' s
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face is also disfigured--by white society's cruel ty to the Negro. " 4
However, no critic to this wri ter' s knowledge has combined his comments
on the racial prejudice of the townspeople with an allegorical inter
pretat ion of Henry's struggles in the upper hallway of Dr . Trescott's
home.

A combination of these two elements results in a fuller under

standing of the extent of Crane's criticism of r acial prejudice.
Crane must have r eal ized that he was doing something unusual
when he had a Negro per form a hero!c act in "The Monster. " According
to Ralph Ellison, no white author of American l iterature had ever done
this before. 5

It also seems likely, then, that Crane was awa-re of the

possible influences of Henry Johnson's race on the reader 's inter
pretation of the story.

Whil e he may not have intended these influences

to be dominant in the story, Crane certainly would not deny their ex i s
tence.
Because Henry Johnson is a Negro, a new dimension is added to
Crane ' s criticism of man's inhumanity.

It is no doubt tr ue that the

townspeople wou l d also have treated a white person who had been left
scarr�d and mindless by an accident with considerable prejudic�.

But

the fact that Henry is a Negro makes it possibl e for Cr ane to expose
white prejudice in a more extreme way by showing that the townspeople
are as blindl y prej udiced before his inj ury as they are after i t.
4stal lman, p. 334.
5stallman, p. 334 .
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Henry's soc ial stand ing in the community is in many ways the
same before his injury as it is after it.

Before the fire, judging

from the reactions of the young men on the street and the men in the
barbershop, Henry is just a "dude, " identified by his lavender trouser�•
( p. 34 ).

He has no real identity ; his face and his mind seem incon

s equential.

Except for his relationship with the Trescott's as their

h ired man and his friendship with Jimmie, it is not apparent that Henry
interacts at all with white people.

The results of the accident merely

exaggerate this situation in an expressionistic way.

After the acci

d ent, Henry li't erally has no face or mind - and is physically ostracized
from the community.

He is stoned, chased, jailed, and finally confined

with the Trescotts.
In part two of the story, the reader bec omes aware that Henry is
only looked up to by Jimmie because he makes himself important.

He

apparently informs Jimmie that he is ·a talented hostler, that his job
is an important one, and that he is respected by the Negro community in
W atermelon Alley.

Henry is only noticed by the townspeople in part

three because he is good looking and walks gracefully down the main
street in lavender trousers .

To be even superficially considered a

part of Whilomville society, Henry has to create an ima ge or an identi ty
for himself.

Society does not recognize the change that takes place

undergro·und
"somewhere far in the interior of Henry " that gives h fm ''an
·
complacency of superior metal" (pp. 32-33).

This and other references

t o Henry's nobility further expose the extreme blindness of racial
prejudice.

This blind prejudice not only makes society incapable

of
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recognizing a Negro as an individual, but it also makes soc iety in
capable of recognizing a Negro of superior worth.
Later in the s tory Henry is referred to as a "thing which he
laid on the grass," a monster, and "a thing,
( pp � 4 6, 67).

a

dreadful thin g "

Innocen t and harmless though he is, Henry is gossiped

about, persecuted, and isolated.

If Henry is a monster, it is only

because he is created by the townspeople by this kind of action.

Henry

becomes symbolic of most Negroes in socie ty; they are monsters created
by racial prejudice. 6
Thus, Crane uses Henry's injury and the townspeople ' s reaction
to that injury to further expose man's inhumanity · to man.

Socie ty

really becomes the monster because its racial prejudice causes i t to
"lose face" and " go mad. "7

Taken allegorically, the fire and Henry ' s reaction to i t become
significant as a representation of the prejudiced way in which the
town in particular and soc iety in general treat Negroes.
At one point in his struggle against the fire, Henry gives up
both the idea and the desire to escape t he overpowering flames.

He

submi ts "because of his fa thers, bending his mind in a most perfect
slavery to this conflagra tion" (p. 42 ).

Like the · fire, the prejudices

of socie ty often force Negroes to accept a life that makes them sub
servien t to the rest of society.

They must pick potatoes as Peter ·

6Gibson, p. 138.
7James Hafley, "' The Monster ' and the Art of Stephen Crane,"
·
Accen t, X IX (Summer 1959), p. 160.
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Wa sh ington doe s or be insulted and talked down to as Alek Wi ll iams
i s by Judge Hagenthorpe .

Prejudice al so force s Negroe s to l ive in

house s that l ean together "l ike paralyt ic s" (p . 35 ).

Th i s same

prejudice make s Henry the brunt of the jokes of the young men on the
street and of the r id icul e of the barber shop group.

Just as Henry

must subm it to the f ir e, Negroe s mu st subm it when the for c e of soc iety
i s overpower ing .

They cannot help but become very pa s s ive when there

i s no apparent po s s ib il ity of rel ief .
But when Henry remembers the back sta irs, and a mean s of e scape
i s availabl e, he fearfully, frant ically battl es h i s way toward the door .
Likew i se, Henry grasp s at the means ava ilabl e to h im to express h i s
freedom and ind i vidual ity.

He makes Jimm ie aware of h i s real worth

becaus e he knows that the boy is impres s ionabl e and w ill l i sten to h im.
He is proud of h i s l ook s and dre s se s careful ly when he goe s out.

Wear

ing his lavender trou s e r s, he walks before the crowd s w ith a complacent
nob ility .

In a soci ety where the l ife of the Negro i s controlled by

rac ial pre j ud ice, the s e are the only chance s Henry has to expr e s s h i s
ind iv idual ity.
Reacting to s im i lar prejud ice, but in a more negat ive way, Al ek
Will iams greed ily jumps at h i s chance to get a rai se for board ing
Henry and thu s better h imsel f� Sim ilarly, Bella Farragut u se s the
sa intly and hero ic Henry to ga in importance in the eye s of the commun ity
by claim ing that she was engaged to Henry.
Henry's Negro "wa il " that has in it "the _sadne s s of the swamps "
stre s se s the fut il ity . o f the Ne gro ' s trad it ional and contemporary
struggle for freedom from prejud ice again st a soc iety that would deny
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that freedom.

Although n ot in a Southern plantation environment where

a sl ave might be hunted in the swamps , Henry seems to indicate that
the power of racial prej udice that prevailed in the past al so prevail s
in Whil omvil le.
The fire represen ts a society which on the surface appears to
protect freedom for all.

Hidden within that society, however, racial

prej udice exists, and Negroes are forced to struggle for their freedom
and identity as human beings just as Henry struggl es for his l ife hidden
within the Trescott house.

CHAPTER IV
NATURALISM AND IMPRESSIONISM IN "THE MONSTER"
Crane is regarded by many critics as an early naturalist and by
still more as an impressionist.
extent in "The Monster. "

Both of these elements appear to some

It is the purpose of this chapter to analyze

those elements of naturalism and impressionism, particularly in Crane's
style as they are evidenced by his diction and imagery in "The Monster. "
Literary naturalism, of course, includes more than just diction
and imagery.

However, this writer chooses to focus on these aspects in

this chapter because the more profound aspects of naturalism such as
the forces of heredity, environment, biology, and nature as determining
forces in man's destiny are less significant in "The Monster. "

In this

critical study of "The Monster, " these determining forces can be seen
more clearly in relation to Crane's c;iticism of small town behavior
and in the character of Dr. Trescott .
Crane's work after 1897 when "The Monster" was written tends to
be less_ naturalistic than his earlier writings such as Maggie: , A Girl
.Qi � Streets (1893), "George's Mother" (1896), and "The Open Boat"
( 1897) .

These latter works especially group Crane with Garland,

Frederic, Norris, London, and Dreiser, as an American literary natural
ists.

As naturalists all of these writers were influence� by the French

authors Flaubert and Zola, and the more pessimistic Russian writers
Tolstoy, Turgenev, and Dostoevski.

At first, th� naturalism of these

foreign writers was too frank and darkly pessimistic for American writers.
But as novelists began to see the great evils of economic and political
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g rowth that victimized man, as they r_eco gnized the narrowness and
repression o f small town li fe and the futility of the farmer's li fe,
and as they became familiar with the b iological determinism of Darwin
and the economic determ inism o f Marx, they believed that the true
pic ture o f American li fe was not being presented by the earlier rea lists
such as Howells. I
Fo llowing the lead o f foreign writers, the American naturalists
found i t necessary to dig deeper into American society and to expose
a ll that was ev i l in order to present a true picture o f socie ty. 2

The

natural ists wrote of character s who were victims o f heredity .and .envi
ronment, and socia l and natural forces.

They began to approach their

subjects in a more consciously objective way.

They saw man as victim

ized by forces over which he has very little control.

Such subject

matter as alcoholism, prostitution, slum li fe, and �an against an
a pparently ind i f ferent nature became �atter for artistic development
as in Crane's Bowe ry tales and ''The Open Boat. "

In addit ion, characters

that naturalistic authors depicted were o ften control led by the i r
instincts and passions. 3

In "The Monster, " C rane does not use the more obvious natural
istic setting. However, his use of violent diction and plant and
an imal imagery in "The Monster " re flect this latter characteristic of
l Rod w. Horton and Herbert W. Edwards, Backgrounds o f American
Literary Thought, 2nd. ed. (New Yor k, 1967), PP• 25 1-258.
2van Doren, p. 225.
3James D. Hart, The Ox ford Companion to American L iterature,
3rd. ed. (New Yor k, 1956 ), p. 517.
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naturalistic fiction.

His diction and imagery make it eviden t that

Crane did believe that man is at times con trolled by his instincts and
his passions, and that his actions can be inhuman or animalistic.
If the first scene of the story, the description of Jimmie's
accident with the peony, is seen as a foreshadowing of future events,
then Lars Ahnebrink's idea that "parallels between man and plants" as
well as animals are often used in naturalistic fiction is relevan t
here. 4

Toward the end o f the story, again in the garden, Jimmie un

intentionally mistreats Henry and is reprimanded by his father.

Henry

is treated as if he were no more than a mere plant in this second
scene.

Jimmie's actions, of course, are also indicative of the towns

people's tendency to treat Henry inhumanly .
Beginning with the fire scene, however, Crane's dictipn directly
exposes the instinctual, subhuman act ions of the townspeople in their
reactions to the fire.

They behave like animals.

The following words

describe the wild animal-like actions of the volunteer firemen:

they

"wrenched, " "tore, " "jumped, " "leaped, " and "kicked. " They reply to a
question with a "compact howl" (pp. 37-38).

The men are completely

overcome by their adventurous instincts. Elsewhere men rushed and
shouted wildly, and a youth "began to buck and fume like a mustang"
{ p. 39) , eager to see the fire.
Aside from the understandable react i ons of Mrs. Trescott, Mr.
Hannigan, and Henry, Crane reveals the reactions of the Whilomville
4Ahnebrink, P• 29 .
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citizens to the fire as something less than human.
to their l ower natures.

The fire appeals

In a civilized part of the country where men

are sel dom challenged by nature, the fire satisfies their desire for
adventure.

Crane ' s description of the crowd at the scene of the fire

shows, in general , that the townspeople have instinctivel y gathered
there as a resul t of a rather inhuman passion for the excitement and
thril l of watching a house burn and watching the firemen at work .
In a newspaper article written in -1894 entitle d "When Everyone is
Panic Stricke n, " Crane's sensitive eye catches the gleam of the fire
"in the e yes of the crowd that were up-turned to it in an ecstasy of

awe, fear , and, too, hal f barbaric admiration� "5

Crane' s use of animal imagery in the fire scenes gains natural 
istic significance when an al l egorical interpretation of the fire is
considered.

If the fire's destru ction of the house� _ the l aboratory,

and Henry is representative of the to�nspeople's ostracism of Henry
and Dr. Trescott, then the animal istic images of the fire are repre
sentative of the animal istic, inhuman cruel ty of those townspeopl e.
The "sil ent g rey monkeys, " "the fire-imps, " the "fl ame that leaped
like a panther, " the "sapphire shape like a fair lady" that is, never

thel ess, "swifter than eagl es, and her talons caught in him as he
pl unged past her, " and the "ruby- red snak•e-lik e thing" { pp . 40, 43-44)
are onl y some of the exampl es of animalistic imagery in Crane's
description of the fire.
5stallman, P• 123.
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Although Crane does not use the image, it can hardly be over
looked that the gos s iping and wrangling of Martha, Kate, and Carrie
is often like so many old cats clawing away at each other and at the
reputation of Dr. Trescott.

F�rther, Crane at one point describes

Kate as "shrill and excited" ( p. 80), acting as if she were "at some
kind of feast" { p. 80).

She questions Carrie with "fearsome glee"

(p. 80) and talks in "blood-thirsty tones" (p. 72).

In the same scene,

Martha polishes her pans as "no re.asonable person" { p. 72) would and
holds an iron spoon as if she were "going to attack" (p. 80) Kate and
Carrie.

The naturalistic significance of these violent and animalistic

actions becomes greater when one considers that the actions of these
three women are representative of similar occurrences throughout the
entire community.

The naturalistic elements of animalism and inhumanity

thus pervade the community.
Near the end of the story, in the scene where Jimmie and his
friend s play with Henry, Crane uses the animal-like actions of little·
boys to mirror the inhumanity of adults.
s hout" and "hooted" Jimmie's opponent.

The boys "uttered a derisive
Then these "small enemies .

crowed like rooster s and bleated like lambs" in order to bury their
opponent in '' ridicule and dishonor. " They are termed a pitiles s "mob"
as they continue their deafening "crowing and bleating. " After
crouching like a young cat and finally running and touching Henry, the
boy "sped away, while his laughter rang out wild, shrill, and exultant"
(pp. 74-75 } .

Crane makes the same revelation and_ proves the correlation

between child and adult actions a few scenes later when Dr. Trescott is
confronted by the weak and cringing Jake Winter.

Jake "barks with
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fiery rage from a respectful distance. " The doctor leaves him on his
porch "yelping • • • like a little dog" (p. 79) .

Again, naturalistic,

animal imagery is used to suggest man's subjection to animal-like
instincts and reactions.
Perhaps it is even significant that in the final scene little
Jim reads a book about animals in the sitting-room of the Trescott
home, seemingly unaware of his parents' plight.

Crane's i ntent may be

to show that Jim is acquainting himself with the ways of the townspeople
in order to better combat them--or possibly even adapt to them.
_ Stephen Crane's impressionistic style classifies him with the
aesthetic movement of impressionism which began during the late nine
teenth century as a French sch�ol of painting.

Artists such as De gas,

Monet, and Renoir attempted to present on canvas the impressions an
object made upon them "rather than a realistic version of the object
itself. " They were more concerned with "moods or sensations than with
the observation of details. " The impressionistic artist also dealt
with the "transitory effects of light and with capturing a momentary
luminous atmosphere. "

The movement was adapted by French writers such

as Baudelaire and Mallarme.

In the United States, Hamlin Garland ' s

early writing shows the influences of the impressionist movement.
There are also evidences of impressionism in the works of Pound,
Sandburg, Aiken, Marianne Moore, and Wallace Stevens. 6

Many critics show as much awareness of Crane ' s impressionistic
style as they do of his naturalism.
6ttart, pp. 3 51-352.

Often, a critic will include both
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words in t he same sentence because the te rms are n ot mutual ly exclusive
as t he y apply t o C ran e's writing.

Impress ion ism most often refers to

the s tyle o f Crane ' s w ork, especially his use of c ol or, l ig ht, and
shad owy des cr i pt i on, wh ile naturalism refers to his vi olent d icti on,
an imal images, and the vari ous forms of determinism apparent in the
themes and chara cter izati on of his w ork. Crane's impress i on istic style
d oes , h owever, affe ct his naturalism.

His impress i onism is a subj ect ive

visi on of reality that t em pers purely natural ist ic obj ectiv ity .

The

series of br ief sense impressi ons in sh ort sentences gives a sketchy
effect, more ev ocative and suggestive than d escri ptive and d ocumen
tary . 7

This impressi on ist ic style led Lars Ahnebrink t o c omment that

Crane ' s naturalism is "restrained, " and "ref ined." 8

F or the same reason

Carl Van Doren obse rved that Crane is "to o much of a poet " t o be a true
natural ist.9
Crane seems to have been influ�nced by Hamli n Garland's enthu
siasm f or impress i onism as it is recorded in an essay in Crumbling
Idols ( 1 894 ) .

In a letter to a friend, Garland declared himself an

impressionis t say ing, " In truth I was an impressi onist in that I pre

sented 1ife and landscape as I personal! y perce ived them. ulO Garland
asked - that fiction div or ce itself fr om tradition and devel op a form
7serg i o Per osa, "Naturalism and Impressi onism in Stephen Crane's
F "iction, " in Stephe n Crane: � Collect i on of Critical Essays, ed.
Mauri ce Bassan {Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1967 ), P • 86.
8Ahnebrink, p. 412.

9 van Doren, p. 233.
l Operosa, P• 84.
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that was based on "the m oment of ex pe rience, acutely felt and immedi
ately expressed."1 1

Be s ides Garland • s enthusiasm f or impress i onism,

Crane may als o have been influen ced by s ome artists with wh om he
associated in New Yor k.

Alth ough C. K. Linson, h is arti st fr iend,

den ies the poss ibil ity of such an influence, it is certa in tha t j ust
watch ing an art is t work with c ol or and l ight would be a valuable experi- _
ence f or t he impressi on i st ic wr iter. 1 2 It is als o known that one of
Crane ' s . stud i os in New York c onta ined impressi onistic landscapes. 1 3

Although French impressi onist ic painters established them selves
as true art i st s qu ite early, Crane's impress i onist ic style in literature
in ttie United States was c r it icized f or being "affected " and "super
f ic ial " by several newspapers late in 1897. Crane's style was, h ow

eve r , highly praised in England by Edward Garnett and J oseph C onrad. 14
There i s li ttle d oubt that an impressi onistic style, inc luding
c ol or and l i ght ima gery pervades Cran�'s wr itings.

Even Magg ie, one of

h i s m o st c ompletely naturalistic works, is c onsidered by Van Wyck
Br o oks t o cons ist of "verbal impressi ons ma inly." 1 5

Charles

calls Magg ie a ser ie s of "disc onnected sense impressi ons. 0 1 6

c.

Walcutt

Crane's use of c ol or and light imagery tends t o g ive a wild,
nightmar ish qual ity t o s ome of h is scenes.
ll sp iller and others,
12 Leven s on, p. 394.
13stallman,

1 4s tallman,
15 perosa,

16 Per osa,

P•

2 14.

P•

330.

P•

86.

P•

86.

p . 1017 .

The crea ti on of this
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nightmar ish atmosphere emphasizes the mad, tw isted moral ity of the
townspeople, and lends a more frightening element to their inhuman
a ct ions.
The effect of Cr ane's impress ionistic sketching is only mildly
nightmar ish in sect ion three where the "sh immering blue of the electric
arc-lamps" is "conquered by the orange glare" of the g aslights in the
shops.

Illumin ated by this light, a "throng" of people "s�armed" in

t he street amidst the noise of the- "shr ill elJ�ctric stree t-car" and its
" great gong."

The "sent inel" maples ca_st "wonderful sh adow-etchings

on the "blue-stone payement" {pp. 32-33 ) .

Viewing this scene from

ins ide the barbershop was l i ke look ing at "the inhab itants of a great
a quar ium" (p. 34 ) .
In part four, the park scene, the crowd is descr ibed as a "mass"
and a "throng" that "swarmed" back and forth illuminated and obscured
by "wonderful tracer ies of leaf shadows on the ground. "

Th is l ight

caused the up turned f ace of a girl "to glow with a wonderful pallor. "
T he park was like a "great vaulted hall" beneath the "sh iver ing l ight. "
This rather eer ie scene is interrupted by a "great hoarse roar of a
..... factory wh istle" t hat "raised and swelled to a sin ister note. "
"gi ant voice from the n i ght" then "d ied away to a wa il. "

And

The
a

second

time "the sound swelle� in the n ight and roared its long om inous cry"
( pp. 36-37 ) .
These l ight and color images and sketchy descript ions in the
first parts of "The Monster" foreshadow the fr ightening roar of the
fire whistle and t he dr amat ic n ightm are of the f ire that it.s i gnals,
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as well as the nightmare of the methodical ostracism of Dr. Trescott
and Henry Johnson.
Images of the crowd rushing to the fire give the scene a wild
but foreboding quality.

"Dark figures, " "black crowd, " "dark wave • • •

whirling , " and "black torrent" (p. 38 ) all describe the crowd.

It is

swept along by the "solemn and terrible voice" of a church bell "in
the portentous night" (p. 39) .

The dark , foreboding imagery fore

shadows the imminent destruction of the Trescott home and of Henry ,
and also the tragedy of the ultimate isolation of Dr. Trescott.

The

imagery is assoc�ated with Dr. Trescott because the crowd is rushing
toward his house which can be seen against "the pall of the blackened
sky" (p. 39) .
Crane ' s color imagery is especially effective in his description
of the fire scenes.

At first , the flames appear at the windows as

"bloody specters" (p. 40 ) .

Later , in the garden of fire, "flames of

violet , crimson , green , blue, orange, and purple were blooming every-·
where. "

In one area, the fire was "precisely the hue of a delicate

coral. " Another mass lay in "phosphorescent inaction 1 ike a pile of
emeralds" (p. 43 ) .

The nightmarish atmosphere created by the color

imagery of the fire scenes helps to emphasize the wild, destructive
quality of the fire.

Thus, the impressionistic imagery indirectly

emphasizes the inhumanity of man which is symbolized by the fire.
The final paragraph of "The Monster" is an example of the
effectiveness of Crane's sketchy descri ption and col or imagery.

"The

wind was whining round the �ouse, and the snow beat aslant upon the
windows.

Sometimes the coal in the stove settled with a crumbling
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sound, and the four panes of mica flashed a sudden new crimson.

As

he sat holding her head on his shoulder , Trescott found himself
occasionally trying to count the cups.
(p. 86 ) .

There were fifteen of them"

Crane's description of this scene, although it includes a

peaceful drawing room, really takes on nightmarish proportions when
one considers the futility and the isolation of the Trescot ts' lives
emphasized by the fifteen empty cups and the bitter winter weather
outside.

C HAPTER V
T HE BAS I C UNI T Y OF "THE MONST ER
Analyses of "The Mons ter" as a cri ticism of small t own life,
a criticism of raci al p rejudice, or as an example of _Crane's e ffec tive
use of a naturalistic and impress i onistic style all c on tribute t o a
m ore c omplete unders tanding of " The Monster. "

However, these elements

d o not supply the basic uni ty tha� this writer sees in the s tory.

It

is the the sis of this p aper that Crane uses these elements, as signif
ican t as they a.re in themselves, to p or tray the manner in which Dr.
Tresc ott's c ourage, in tegri ty, and kindness become tragic flaws when
they c ome in c onflict with s ociety.

In Dr. T resc ott, C rane presen ts

a charac ter who p r o tects Henry J ohnson not merely ou t o f em oti onal in
debtedness or a sense of guilt, but m ore basically, because such an act
is c onsisten t with his life values of c ourage, in tegrity, and respect
f or life.
Thus, the b asic unity of S tephen Crane's sh ort s tory, "The
M onste r," lies in a man's attempt to live acc ording t o his own values
when such an attempt means that the man will have t o c ome in to c onflict
with so�iety.

The elements of criticism of small town life, and racial

prejudice, and the effec t of Cr ane's style, are all used by the au thor
t o show more empha tically the grea t challenge that Dr. Tresc ott faces
in attemp ting to live acc ording to his own values.
Alth ough the unity of "The Mon s ter " is pr imarily an artis tic one
in the characteriz a ti on of . Dr. Tresc ott, the story also reveals some thing
. ab out the ideas of Stephen Crane thr ough the emphasis on individual
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courage, integrity, and kindness.

Stephen Crane, li ke hi s character ,

Dr . Trescott, was a man who struggled to live accord ing to his own
point of view.
A Characterization of Dr . Trescott
The initi al scenes of "The Monster" are devoted to the c har
acteri zation of Dr. Trescott ; his son, Jimmie ; and Henry J o hnson,
the Trescott's hired man.

They ar� characters of personal dignity and

deep feeling, and t hey create an atmosphere of respect and concern for
others .
Doctor Trescott, although characteri2ed very briefly in the
first sec tion, s ti l l makes a distinct and l asting impression upon the
reader.

He is a man concerned for bo th human life and pl an t life.

The f act that he spends his leisure hours patiently and di ligen tly
c aring for his l awn shows that he is hardworking and consc ientious.
T hese qualities are consistent wit h his just but firm discip l ining of
his son.
Jimmie Tresco tt's accident wit h the peony is significant because
it reveals the influence tha t Dr. Trescott had over his son.

With the

correct guidance, Jimmie is a lso capable of honesty and deep feeling.
After a fruitless attemp t to repair the damage, he guiltily reports
t he accident to his f ather.

He possibly undergoes " a ·severe mental

tumult" in confessing his action, and he accepts his punishment "with
infinite modesty of demeanor" {p. 29). Such respec t, hones ty, and
depth of feeling are probably reflections of Doctor Trescott's char
acter .
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The fact that Dr. Trescott has di f ficulty understanding Jimmie's
confession, at first, is a possibl e foreshadowing o f the doctor's un
willingness to accept the laws of nature which cannot restore Henry ' s
life j ust as they cannot restore the damaged plant.

As t he most

successful doctor in Whil omvill e, Dr. Tresc ott seems accustomed to
defying nature and saving patients.

Just before the fire, as he is

coming home from a sick call, the doctor is satisfied because the case
is in "compl ete obedience to him, like a wild animal that he had
subdued" (p. 45) . After challenging the laws of nature and restoring
Henry's l ife , the doctor is unprepared for the social dil emma. that will
result from his care for Henry .

Critic Eric S olomon stresses the fore

shadowing of this social d ilemma, and his criticism is of special value
in emphasizing e arly in the story that Dr. Trescott will not - have the

ul timate answer to the problem of saving and caring for Henry. 1

He will

only act as he feels he must.
While Doctor Trescott's yard work and the disciplin ing of Jimmie
are important in the development of the doctor's character, they also
foreshadow his attitude toward the inj ured Henry Johnson.

The - following

statement shows the Doctor' s concern for li fe, even though it is only
pl ant li fe:

''The doctor was shaving this lawn as if it were a priest's

chin. All during the season he had worked at it in the coolness and
peace of the evenings a fter supper.

Even in the shadow of the cherry

trees the grass was strong and healthy" (p. 48-29 ) .

Besides emphasizing ·

the doctor's concern for life, this quote al so shpws his diligence and
lsolomon, pp. 183, 192.
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conscientiousness.

Similar ly, Doctor Trescott wil l show di ligence

in working to s ave Henry's life and cons cient iousness in being respon
sible for him after he has recovered.
Severa l m ore references are made ear ly in the story to Doctor
Trescott's hardworking chara cter and respect for life.

As the doctor

nears his home and realizes that he is a lso approaching the fire, he
forgets his compl acent mood and grows anxious.

"He took out t he whip

and l aid it lightly on the mare. ,.._ The mare _ .acted "surprised and
frightened at this extrao rdinary action" {p. 45).

Apparent ly the

doctor customarily had respe ct for animal life and was not in the habit
of using a whip on his horse.

Reference is a lso m ade to his laboratory

where he spent many of his leisure and sleeping hours in "devoting him
self to experiments which came in the way of his study and interest"
(p. 43).

Also, it is n oteworthy that after the fire he rebuilds his

labor atory before he rebu ilds his house.

By so chara cter iz ing Do ctor

Tresc ott, Crane is making the heroic sa crifices that the Doctor makes
later, regardless of their wisdom, consistent with his l ife values
rather than merely a result of an emotiona l indeb tedness to "Henry for
saving Jimmie's l ife .
But the Trescott who responds to his wife's frant ic screams is
something more than � h ardworking do ctor with a respect for living
things.

The Do ctor Trescott at the scene of the fire is an actively

courageous man.
but thoughtfully.

He gr ows "hard and chill " (p. 45) and responds quickl y
.

.

After ki cking open a side door, he rushes into the

smoke and fire-f i l led l aboratory.

After he finds his son and stumbles

out with him, the crowd overpowers him with wet b l ankets and water.
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When a neighbor, Hannigan cries that Henry Johnson is still in the
laboratory, Tresco tt "struggled with his captors, swearing."

As he

a pproaches the house again "they were much affrighted at him" (p. 46).
But his attempt is unnecessary as another r.eighbor carries Hen ry out
and lays him on the grass.

Thus, the doctor shows that he is willing

to sacrifice his l ife f or others. Later, in carin g for and protecting
Henry, he shows a different courage in sacrificing his social and
economic security.
A few hours after the fire, Trescot t casts a "leonine and
impracticable" (p. 49) glance at tho se who try to keep him from getting
out of bed to check on Henry and Jimmie.

This reaction is consistent

with his hardwor kin g and conscientious nature and also indica tes what
his reaction wil l be to those who challenge his care of Hen ry.
Some time late r in a private talk with Judge Hagenthorpe, who
has a greater understanding of small town society and their prejudices,
the doctor is presented with some opposition to his work. 2

The j udge's

poin t of view and his thoughtful stroking of the ivory head of his
cane emphasize the problem of saving someone close to death when a
restoration of life wil l result in more misery for both the patien t
and those around him.

The judge's stro king of the ivory head of his

cane will be repeated toward the end of the story further stressing

the fact that Crane recogni zes that the situation is "problematic"
and does not intend to be didactic about Dr. T rescott's views. 3
2solomon, p. 19 2.
3

solomon , p. 199.
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Regardless of the doc tor ' s point of view, the unifying theme of Crane's
story is that he has the courage and in tegrity to uphold this point of
view because he thinks it is righ t, in spite o f almost universal
oppos ition .
While Dr. Trescott does have some doubts about saving a man in
Henrx's c onditi on, he is convinced tha t he is reacting to an "old
p roblem '! (p. 51 ) in the only way tha t he can.

It is a mat ter o f con

science · with Dr. Trescott, not just because he owes a debt to Henry for
saving his son's life , bu t because Henry is a human being who needs
care .

As a d octor he is devo ted to saving lives, and his conscience

de�ands that he accep t this challenge.

The immediacy of saving a

human life is m ore important to Dr. Tresco tt than the resul ting social
dilemmas.

Had Henry been injured trying t o save his ha t, the doctor

would have a ttempted to save him.

Such an attitude is only consisten t

with his character as presen ted in th� s tory.
Some cr itics, however , believe that Dr. Trescot t is basically
motivated by his indebtedness to Henry for saying Jimmie's life.

One

cri tic makes the following concluding observa tion of "The Monster:"
"Trescott's duty to a man who has saved his son has been paid in full-
with ostracism. " 4

Another cri tic, while poin ting out tha t Dr. T rescott

is one of the few really noble charac ters in Crane's s tories dealing
with a social theme , emphasi zes the fac t that the doctor accepts the
4rhomas A. Gullason, "The Symbol ic Uni ty of ' The Mons ter,'".
MLN, LXXV (December, 1 960 ) , P• 667.
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moral responsibili ty of his debt to Henry . 5 Edwin H. Cady c ommen ts
that despite the f ee l i ngs of the townsp e o ple against the doctor and
Henry, "Tresc ott • • • w il l neither forget nor cancel hi s d ebt o f admira
tion and gratitude. 116
of the doc tor.

Eric So lomon sees a progression in the motives

" Th e problem moves from the realm of medical ethics • • •

t o a m a t ter of the do c tor's ego and sentimental invol vement. "7

Ulti

mately, i t is Trescott ' s "feelings of guilt and pride that will n ot let

him rel 1nquish his role. " 8

Ralph - Ellison considers the d octor's basi c

m otivation t o be medical duty but does no t deny a degree of indebted
ness. 9

Certainly the doctor is not necessarily · withou t fee lings of

guilt , indebtedness, and pride, but the oV-erriding aspec t of his char
acter as presented in the story is h is respect for human life and his
devo t i on to his pr o fessi on.
Dr. Tresc o t t continually refers to h is debt _to Henry for his

son's life be cause t his reason is easjer for the townspeople t o under
stand and identify with.

Most of the men in the barbershop can identify

with the d octor as an indebted father, at least in a very superf icia l
way .

Re ifsnyder, · eager to talk about something, instigates the discus

s ion saying , "How can y ou l et a man die " (p. 60).

C onsidering subsequent

5 Max Westbr ook, " Stephen Crane and the Revolt Searc h Motif, "
Disser tation Abstracts, XX I { 1960-61 ), 1953.
6 Cady, P • 160.

7solomon, P • 192.

8solomon , P• 199.

9 Ellison , P • 7 5.
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events, this quote is ironical. Rat her than all of the men having the
potential to do wha t Dr . Trescott is d oing, it seems more l i kely that
Dr. Trescot t is the only one in Whilomville with the neces sary strength
of charac ter to protec t Henry .
When Henry is able to walk, after weeks of care, Dr. Trescot t
hires Alek William s to board him in his shanty home.

The most that

can be sa id abou t t he doctor's attemp t to place Henry with Alek is that
it is an honest mistake.

I t cann ot be a serious flaw or inconsistency

of the doctor's character because it is not apparent in the story that
he th in ks i t is necessary to have Henry live in his own home.

The

d octor's previous conv iction had been to save Henry and care for him
until he had recovered.

It is obvious tha t he is s till concerned about

Henry's - treatmen t when he yells at Alek to calm him down.

I t is only

after Henry's escape and the town's very nega tive reaction to him that
' the doctor rea lizes that he can be most humane to Henry by boarding him
in h is own home.

Again, it is t he doctor's hone sty and integri ty as a

m an who respec ts human life, qualities which make him a great man, that
cause him to keep Henry in his home. 10

In an emotionally involving scene, af ter Henry escapes and
frightens Sadie Winter and half of the town, Dr. Tresco tt is verbally
assaulted by Jake Winter .

The doctor, as a man o f deep feeling and

c oncern for others , had gladly visited the Winter girl while substituting
for Dr. Moser .

However , his services are rudely rejected, and he is

thoroughly criticized for being responsible f or Henry's ac ti ons and the ir
l Owalcutt, p. 83.
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effects.

The doctor simply writes some directions for another doctor

and coolly walks to his carriage without responding to the insults.
This scene emphasizes the greatness and nobility of Dr. Trescott, while
it reveals Jake Winter as a "yelping • • • little dog," who barks "in
f iery rage from a r espec tful distance {p. 79 ).
Dr . Trescott comes closer to realiz ing the full extent of man''s
inhumanity when he talks with his son the day after he had seen Jimmie
and his friends playing in the ya�d near Henry.

The strength of Dr.

Trescott's convictions is severely tested when he realizes that his own
son whom Henry had attempted to save has acted so cruelly.

When he

confronts Jimmie with the seriousness of his actions, the doctor's
"countenance" is "clouded in sorrow" (p. 78). The fact that Jimmie is
deeply and pr.ofoundly af fected by his . father's · reaction shows,- as it did
in the beginning of the story, that Dr. Trescott communicates his humane
concerns to his son on a deep l evel of feeling.
Toward the end of the story, dur ing the autumn of the year, four
of the town leaders, including Judge Hagenthorpe and John Twelve, visit
Dr. Trescott in his office.

Although Trescott is somewhat surprised

that these four men come to see him, he remains cool and aloof in their
presence.

This is the same coolness that the doctor showed at the

scene of the fire and in the presence of Jake Winter.

It is his char

acteristic courage in the face of conflict. John Twelve and the other
men try to convince the doctor that he is ruining himse lf and that
Henry Johnson should be sent away.

But the men are not communicating

with the doctor because they are concerned about his economic ruin
�esulting from his dwindling practice. The doctor is concerned about
/
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his moral ruin should he allow Henry to be cared for by someone less
competent than himself. 1 1
The visitors show their lack of understanding of Trescott • s
ded ication and integrity when they assure him that he canno t teach the
town anything.

They consider solving the problem of Henry's presence

in the community to be a game saying, "There must be ways to--to beat
the �ame somehow, you see" { p. 84 ). They suggest the easy solution o f
g iving Henry a farm u p in the hills, but Trescott is as "leonine and
impracticable" as ever and assures them that "it can't be done"
( pp. 49, 84 ). This scene closes with Judge Hagenthorpe, one of the
four, stroking the iv �ry head o f his cane, thus reem phasizing the
complexity o f the problem and the impossibility o f any easy solution.
- · . -In · the 1 as-t part o f- the- . &t ory-,- the -scene- _. in- the drawing -.room,

Crane sketches a winter scene which contrasts the bleakness o f a late
winter a fternoon with the serenity of a drawing room warmed by a coal
stove.

Outside the wind is "whining " and the snow bea ts "aslant upon

the windows."

Inside, "dull red panes" shed 1ight on Mr. and Mrs.

Trescott { p. 85-86 ).

Around them are arranged tea cu ps and tea cakes.

Only Mrs. Twelve had attended Mrs. Trescott's weekly tea party.

The

absence o f the other ladies shows the extent o f the entrenched scorn
o f the town over the Henry Johnson problem.

The inside ·setting becomes

symbolic of the warmth and kindness that exists be tween the Trescotts,
and it contrasts with the outside setting which is symbolic o f the
coldness and cruel inhumanity on the part of the townspeople.
ll solomon, p. 198 .
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the ultima te effec t of the early summer ca tas tro phe has been the cre
ation of two separate and con tr asting worlds.

Because of the fire , Dr.

Trescott's nobility , go odness , and courage have become tragic fl aws in
the f ace of the hypocri sy and conformity of the surrounding community.
This tragedy ha s cau sed nature ' s cyclic process to be mirrored in the

life of man .

From spring , a time of bir th and promi se and living

things , the s tory p rogre s se s to winter , a time of dea th and de spair .
The world in which the Trescotts are lef t is one of -isol a tion and
futility as emphasized by the fif teen empty cups .
Determini sm in the Charac ter of Dr . Trescott
Donald Gibson may be partially correct in saying tha t the "final
resolution" of the s tory is "predetermined" and tha t Dr . Tresco tt has no
alternative , bu t he i s not completely accurate. 12

Tha t D r . Trescott's

action in saving and caring for Henry and resis ting the pressu res of
society i s consis ten t wi th hi s charac ter a s presen ted in the s tory has
already been pointed ou t .

However, thit consi s tency doe s no t neces sar ily

mean that hi� ostraci sm is an absolutely inevi table - occurrence and that
the s tory is completely deterministic .

Trescott' s choice to resi st

society i s consi s ten t and logical , but the de terministic force i s not
overpowering.

choice. 13

There is a cer tain "limi ted free will" in Dr. Tre scott' s

12Gibson , p . 138.
13Robert w. Schneider, "S tephen Cr ane : The Promethean Protest, "
in � Noveli sts of the Progre ssive .£!.2. (New York , 1965) , p. 9 1.
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Unli ke Maggie Johnson and George Kelcey from Crane's Bowery
ta les, Dr . Trescott is not doomed by his biologi cal weaknesses; he is
doomed by his virtues.

Although all three of the stories e.nd pessimis

t i cally, the characters are not doomed or determined to the same extent .
Maggie and George are · too weak to do anything but give in to their
environment. They are helplessly overcome by a corrupt so ciety, and
their characters deteriorate, thus ruling oul any chance of over coming
society.

But Dr. Trescott ' s character does not deteriorate.

Desp ite

h is feelings of isolation and futil } ty in the final s cene, he is still
a man of talent and integrity ; he is not · completely helplesz.

Although

Crane gives no indi cation that society will change, in Dr. Trescott he
seems to leave the reader with a reason to hope.
As in the endings of "The Open Boat " and "The Blue Hotel, " Crane
g ives the reader a choi ce between a merely pessimisti c, deterministic

ending and a more optimistic ending indicative of human solidarity. 14
Crane seems unwilling to take a one-sided view of man's condition.

In

"The Open Boat" the four men are vi ctims of an indifferent nature .

The

o iler who worked the hardest to save the other men drowns very near
shore.

But the story also shows how men work together in the face of

danger to save each other.

In "The Blue Hotel, " the short section

follow ing the Swede's murder makes the story less darkly deterministi c .
The Easterner at least realizes that all of the men are responsible for
Swede's death.15

14cady , p . 154.
15cady, pp. 154- 157.
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In these st orie s , as in "The Mon ster , " "the imp l icati on is that
man by c ourage and c omp l icity can rise superi or t o the pat h o s of hi s
·situati on • • • an swer it w ith the magni ficence of his defi ance , hi s
acceptance , and per hap s even his u se of it t o achieve a c l a s sically
tragic elevati on. 1116

Biographical Influences on t he Ba sic Theme of "The Mon s ter "
The biographical inf ormati-0n t o be c onsidered here i s n ot in
c luded a s an attemp t t o pr ove abs olutely that Crane's characteriza tion
o f Dr. Tresco tt i s aut obi ographical or that the basic t heme of the
"The Mon s ter " i s directl y influenced by occurrence s in Crane' s life �
Rather, the informa u on i s intended t o sugges t the like l y inf luence of
Crane's way of life and his ide a s on the ba sic unifying t heme of "The
M on s ter. "
Critic s wh o make light of the influence of the D ora Clark affair
on Crane's ou tl o ok on life in genera l and on the t heme s of " T he Mon ster"
in particul ar c an p o s sibl y be excused for n ot rec ogniz ing t he apparent
signific ance of t he event in Crane's life because they have n ot had
the inform ati on c ontained in chapter thirteen of R ober t
recent ( 1968 ) bi ography at their di sp osal.

w.

Stallman's

What f ol l ow s is a review of

C rane's p art in the affair ba sed on t he information col l ected in
S tal l man's biography.
There i s a record that ab out September 10 , 1896, Cr ane received
W i l liam Rando lph Hearst' s permi s si on to d o s ome -studie s on "real
1 6C ady, P• 154.
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inc i d ents of New York l ife . " 17

This agre ement was off i c i a l l y ann ounced

in He arst ' s J ourna l on September 20 .

The author of The Red Badge of

Cou r age would wr ite " a ser ies of l ife i n New York.
courts as his fi rst subj e c t . ''

He chose the pol i ce

These wr itings wer e ul timate l y pr i nted

unde r the titl e of "Ad ve ntures of a N ove l ist. "

On Se pte mber 14 , Crane

visited the Jefferson Ma rk�t Pol i ce Court in Gr eenw i ch V i l l age , but he
de cided that to bette r understand the cr iminals he saw there and to get
a m ore a ccurate v i ew of them , h� wou l d have . to sea r ch the streets and
observe them in the i r usua l sur r ound ings.

On the n i ght of September 15 ,

Crane met two "chorus g i rls" at the Turkish Sm oking Par l ors.
l ater j oined by a third , Dora Cl ark.

They we re

After ta l k ing with these women

f or some time , Crane esc orted one of the women to a c abl e car .

When

he r eturned , he witnessed the unj ust arrest of the other two for
a l l eged l y sol i c it i ng .

The woman with Dor a immed i ate l y c l a imed that

Cr ane was he r husband , and Cr ane , as a "re l u ctant witness , " agreed .
But the dete ctive then su c ceeded in j a i l ing the other , Dor a Cl ark. 1 8
Crane debated w ithin himse lf over the advisab i l ity of r isk ing
his re putati on to defend a pr ostitute .

Whi l e real i z i n g that he had n o

re a l empl oyer or wife o r fiancee t o bothe r about offe nd i ng , he never
thel ess knew that he d i d have some reputati on to l ose at the hands of a
corrupt p ol i ce depa r �me nt and a cr iti ca l pub l i c .

Th is r e putati on had

been bu i l t up thr ough the popul ar ity of The Red Badge of Courage and
1 7 sta l l man , p . 2 1 9 .
18sta l l man , p . 220 .
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The Black Riders .

He was advised by a police sergeant not to get

dirt ied by the affair, but he could not, "in honesty," stay away. 1 9
Early in the trial, some incrim inating events of Dora Clark's
past were introduced, and she was being forced into confessing her
occupation when Stephen Crane spoke up and admitted being with her on
the n ight in question for the purpose of writing some s ketches on the
d is trict.

T he magistrate believed Crane, and the girl was released.

However, s he complained that she _ would be arrested again on false
charges when there - was no witness near.

The New York Tribune and

Journal carr ied t he story, and Crane complained to the repor ters that
the arrest of Dora Clark was an injustice.

Crane assured the reporters

that he would give testimony again regardless of his reputation. 20

He

felt that he had w itnessed an inj ustice and was only doing his duty as
a man .

Crane admi tted, however, that he was frightened at t he trial.
The Bos ton Herald ridiculed Crane's defense of Dora Clark as

senseless , and the Boston Traveller maintained that Crane was probably
s pending the night with Dora and fabricated the story upon being
caught.2 1

Several weeks later, Dora Clar k pressed charges against the
orig inal arrest ing detective for assaulting her.

A trial date w as set,

and while Crane would no t comment on the event, he assured reporters
t hat he would testify against the de tective if called upon.
19

sta llman, p. 22 1 .

20stallman, p. 223.

21 stal lman, P• 225 .
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called to appear i n court on October 15.

A fter w�iting in the lobby

for ten hours, he w as cool and composed on the stand according to the
Journ ai. 22

Because the police had found in Cr ane ' s r oom an "opium l ayout"
that he had experimented with, a court lawyer accused Crane of being
drugged by opium when Dora Clark was arrested.

He w as then asked

whether he smoked opium and with what woman he lived in his rooms.
According to the New York

.§1!!1

he -was also asked whether or not he lived

off money given him by p rostitutes.

In addition, a janitor at his

residence testi fied that he had lived with a woman for six weeks. 23
Another witness re futed Crane's testimony by swearing that she had
seen Dora Clark alone immedi ately be fore s he was arrested.

Crane was

next exposed as a liar for saying that he was the husband o f - the girl
with Dora C l ark.

From this charge Crane excused himsel f saying that

he wanted to protect t he girl.

At this response the poli cemen only

smiled, and the prostitutes looked confused.
Crane ' s motive.

They could not comprehend

Subsequently, Dora Clark was exposed as a "kept woman, "

and C r ane was forced to admit tha t he " frequented a house o f -il l

repute. " 24

According to the New York Press, the world "may be divided in
its opinions about this author ' s literary value, but it h as no doubt
22stallman, p. 227.
23

stallman, p. 228.

24stallman, p. 229. ·
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about the essent ial wor th o f h is nature. 11 25

The Journal also praised

Crane, o f course, bu t accord ing to Stallman, " It was a m iserable t ime
for h im• • • and the d amag ing scandal injured him more than any o ther
inc ident in h is l i fe. "

Crane ' s career, "af ter ascending to meteor ic

hei gh ts in early 1896, fell to ear th dur ing the scandal o f h is tr ial
wi th the pol ice. • • • 026
The forego ing events could not help bu t make a last ing impression
upon Crane.

Bes ides emb ittering h im toward the sel f-r igh teousness o f

soc iety, the events very l ikely streng thened h is conv ic tion o f the need
for man to courageously face the challenges that soc ie ty presents to
h is a ttempts to l ive a l i fe o f courage and k indness.

Cons ider ing the

fact that "The Monster " was completed less than a year a fter the Dora
Clark inc iden t, i t is also poss ible that these v iv id impressions
furn ished Crane . wi th the bas ic theme of "The Monster " that I have
de f ined.
Th is same theme must have become even more apparen t in Crane ' s
l i fe when he began l iv ing w i th Cora Howarth.

Cri tics have recognized

the influence o f h is rela tionsh ip wi th Co ra on the t heme o f " The
Mons ter" with charac ter ist ically vary ing degrees o f en thus iasm.

Er ic

Solomon favors a ch ildhood memory as a l ikely source for the s tory
wh ile recogn izing Crane's ex ile following h is "purported " marr iage to
Cora as a less probable source. 27
25s tallman, p. 232.

26s tal lman, p . 236.
27solomon, p. 182.

Biographer John Berryman cons iders
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the source for his dominant "rescue and punishment" theme to include ·
Crane ' s relationship with both Dora Clark and Cora Howarth.

Maxwell

Geismar in Rebels and Ancestors po ints to Crane's marriage as an
" almost certain" influence upon "The Monster. "
Unlike Crane's involvement in the Dora Cl ark affair, his marriage
or association with Cora did not result in a newspaper scandal, public
e xposure and humiliation.
an actual scandal.

The situation was a potential rathe r than

Nevertheless, -Crane's relationship with Cora made

him apprehensive because he knew what the press and the public could
d o -to them.

Thus, it is very likely that Crane took Cora to England

because the possibility o f future scrutiny was less there, rather than
because of excessive criticism in the United States, especially Port
Jervis, before he left.

In connection with this move he is quoted as

having said that it was likely that "the weasles would draw blood
anyhow. "28

Robert

w.

Stallman is also of the opinion that Crane was possibly

forced to live in England because of Cora .

Mr. Stallman believes that

Crane's relationship with Cora was on his mind when he mentioned
"unworthiness" in a letter to his brother, William, on October 29, 1897.
"There seem so many of them in America who want to kill, bury, and for
get me purely out of unkindness and envy and my unworthiness, if you
choose . 1 1 29

28 Lillian Gilkes, Cora Crane: A Biography .Qf Mrs. Stephen Crane
( Bloomington, Indiana, 1961 ) , PP• 68-69.
29stallman, p. 310.
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Because of these a pprehensions , Crane did not mention Cora to
his brothers when he visited Port Jervis a f ter signing with t he Journ al
as a war correspondent for the Greco- Turkish War .

Neither did he

introduce Cora to his brother , Edmund , on the dock in New York a fter
Cora had arrived from Jacksonville to accompany him to Europe.

His

brothers were a p parently not aware o f Cora until Crane disa ppeared in
Cuba l ate in 1898 , and Cora frantically cabled Port Jervis asking for

help in · 1ocating her husband. 30

However , it must be admitted that t he biographers o f Cora and
Stephen , Lillian Gilkes and Robert

w.

Stall�an , were apparently not

able to discover any signi ficant criticism , by the public or the press ,
of S tephen Crane's relationship with Cora.

Lillian Gilkes mentions in

several places that there w as considerable gossip concerning C ora's
past and possible a f fairs with men o f wealth and prominence , but it
is not a pparent that this gossip was qirected toward Crane to any
extent. 3 1
Cora had a family background of considerable wealth and liter
acy� 32

Accord ing to Ernest Mccready , one of Crane's fellow journ alists ,

Cora was "handsome" and "re fined " and a woman o f "class " and " poise. "33

Stallman makes light o f her pro fession considering the sexual repression
30stallman , p. 266.
3 1Gilkes , p. 45 , 260.
32 Gilkes , P • 3 0.
33s ta l lman , p. 240.
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of the time.

In additi �n, the Cranes were invited to dinners and

theatre parties in London where "no eyebrows were lifted . " 34

In gen

eral, they were well received by various literary personages in Engl �nd,
especially Joseph Conrad, Henry James, and Harol d Frederic, and by the
public.
Regardless of complimentary reports about Cora and the welcome
recepti on in England, Crane's concern, about his "unworthiness," com
bined with his knowledge of what �he public and the press could do to
his reputation, should be recognized as significant influences upon. his
t hinking, especiall y in 1897 .

John Berryman's "rescue and punishment"

t he�e, while not necessarily consciously acted out in Crane's life is

still relevant. 35

Crane did take Cora away from a lower life in

Jacksonvil le, and he could not hel p but consider himself unwelcome in
New England as a result of his relationship with her.

Again, as in

t he Dora Clark affair, Crane's own way of life or li fe values had come
int o at least potential conflict with the opinions of society.
The f ol lowin g statements that migh t be said to indi cate Stephen
Crane's philosophy of life or basic life values are significant here
f or tw o reasons.

First, they emphasize the validity of the Dora Clark

affair and Crane's relationship with Cora as true manifestations of his
life values.

Second, they further develop this writer ' s opinion that

man's attempt to live a life of integrity according to his own point
34Gilkes, p. 129.
35 Berryman, Stephen Crane, p. 192.
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o f view i n spit e o f c onflicts with s o ciety is basic t o Crane ' s life and
is very p ossibly the basic thematic unity of " The Monster . "
In a l e tter t o one o f his edit or s, Crane c ommented that he
always tried t o go ahead regardless of the opinions of critics "f or I
understand that a man is b orn int o the wor ld with his own pair of eyes,
and he is n o t at all resp onsibl e f or his visi on--he is merely resp on
sible his quality of persona l h onesty.
is my supreme ambiti on. 11 36

T o keep cl ose t o this h onesty

In an other reference t o pers onal visi on or

individual p oin t of view Crane states, "Truth in art c onsists n ot in
fidelity t o the observed or experienced facts of the actual wor l d, but

rather in the artist ' s fide lity t o the felt truth in his visi on. " 37
In b oth s tatements Crane ind icates that he is n o t as much
c oncerned with a man ' s opini on or point of v iew as he is with the
c ourage and in tegri ty that i t s ometimes takes to liye acc ording t o
that p oint of view.

I t was emphas ized earlier in this chapter that Dr.

Tresc ot t had d iff iculty understanding the s ocial dil emma caused by his
acti ons and tha t h e rec ogn ized th e decisi on t o save Henry as a pr obl em
atic one.

Crane d oes n ot intend that we accept Dr. Tresc ott's decision

as our own.

The author is on ly c oncerned that we rec ognize the d oct or's

c ourage and in t egri ty in accepting what he believed t o be his resp on
sibility t o s oc ie ty.

Just as Crane felt the resp onsibility t o present

life in his wr i ting as h e saw it, s o Dr . Trescott felt the resp on
sibil ity t o pr o t ect life whenever possi ble .
36 Ames w. Williams and Vincent Starrett, Stephen Crane :
Bibli ography (Gl endale, Calif ornia, 1948), p . 12.
37 stal l man, p . 1 78.
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Crane refers again to truth as responsibility in a letter to his
arti st friend, Corwin K. Linson.

"To know the truth and sidestep it by

mental alertne ss i s sheer hypocrisy. «38

I f Dr. Trescott had agreed

with the four town leaders and attempted to rid Whilomvil l e o f Henry
John son, he would hav e been sidestepping the truth a s he knew it.
Crane, too, would hav e been guilty of the same fault had he failed to
speak out in defen se of Dora Clark.

Emphasizing Crane's sen se of

responsibility toward truth James -Ha fley. comments, " If Crane believed
anything, he believ ed that man's acceptance of social responsibility
is the means, and the only means, for his per sonal fulfillment a s an
individual. "39
Be side s indicating the importance of thi s respon sibility toward
one's own p oint of view, Crane also recognizes the difficulty and even
the futility of the task.

I n a letter to a friend, Nellie Crouse,

he said, " I will be glad if I can fe el. • • that my 1i fe has been j u st
and kind according to my abili ty • • • •

I expect to make a sin cere,

desperate, lonely battle to remain true to my conception of my life and
the way it should be liv ed. "40

In another letter Crane said that in

order to ach ieve real "Human Kindnes s " man must often go through
"disappointment, grief, and pes simism to get there. " 41
38stallman, p. 113 .
39Hafley, p. 165.
40Robert w. Stallman and Lillian Gilke s, eds., S tephen Cran e:
Le tters (New York, 1960 ), p. 105.
41 Cady, P• 77.
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The reader of Crane ' s biography must feel that his li fe was
a constant struggle with very little reward .

Crane travelled fre

quently with little concern for food or money.

His living conditions,

even in England, never seemed to be very comfortable.

As a war

correspondent in Cuba, Crane subjected himsel f to many hardships and
o ften endangered his life.
not return his love.

The women he loved earl y in his life did

He was never satis fied with the reception o f his

work , and dur ing the las t few years of his li fe, he was constantly
pressured in h is writing to earn enough money to support himsel f and
his wife.

He was in and out of . debt many times.

But in spi �e of al l

this , Crane was characteristically generous with his time and money .
He always received guests at his various homes in England in a very
hospitable way.

On several occasions he is known to have loaned money

to travellers who were less fortunate than himsel f.
his life several times to help soldiers.

In Cuba he risked

Certainly, t he challenges to

man's vision or point o f view, man ' s "sincere, desperate, lonely
battle" against those c hallenges, and the possible "disappointment,"
"grie f , " and "pessimism " of that struggle that Crane ta lks about and
that are a part o f his life were mirrored in the futility and isolation
that Dr. Trescott and his family experience in the closing scenes o f
"The Monster. "

CHAPTER V I
SUMMAR Y

·Al though Stephen Crane's short story "The Monster " is referred
to by many critics as a fairly significant work, it has not received
extensive critical evaluation. Criticisms are either too brief or too
one-sided to furnish a complete understanding of the story.

There are

several possible approac hes to a critical evaluation of "The Monster."
The story can be evaluated through its cri ticism of small town life ,
its attack on racial prejudice, or its stylistic relationship to
literary naturalism and impressionism.
11

However, the a rtistic unity of

The M onster" can only be seen through an analysis of the character

of Dr. Trescott.
Almost all critics who make reference to "The Monster " mention
its social criticism, and some po int cut that it is, in particular, a
criticism of small town life. As such a criticism, "The Monster" is
part of a large body of similar litera ture written be tween 1870 and
1930 -.

Crane's Whilomville Stories, _like "The Monster," are al s o critical -

of small town life especially as it is reflected in the actions of
children.

I n "The Mon ster " the criticism of small town 1ife is focused

on hypocrisy and conformity as these forces threaten Dr. Trescott's
individuality.

Although hypocrisy and conformi ty are revealed in the

actions of most of the townspeople of Whilomville, Crane considers
these faults to be especially prominent among kitchen gossips, repre
sented by Martha, Kate, and Car rie.

The difference between the appear

ance and t he reality of the fire becomes a symbol of Crane ' s criticism
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of life in Whilomville, as the destruc tive nature of the fire is
ultimately reflected in the inhumanity of the townspeople in their
ostracism of Dr. Trescott.
Crane's criticism of society also takes the form of an attack
on racial prejudice.

By humorously describing the actions of the

Farragut and Williams families , Crane reveals the tendency of white
people t o consider the actions of Negroes to be more humorous and
absurd than their own.

Crane's a ttack on rac.ial prejudice is more

apparent in the blindly prejudiced attitudes of the townspeople toward
Henry Johnson both ·before and after the fire.

In neither case is the

Negro really recognized as a human being with an individuality of his
own.

Further , an allegorical in terpreta tion of Henry's reac tions to

the fire symbolically reveals racial prejudice toward Negroes.
Elements of both naturalism and impressionism �ppear to some
extent in Crane's style in "The Monster," especially in his diction
and imagery.

The use of violent diction and plant and animal imagery

reflects the tendency of naturalistic writers to depict men who are
c ontrolled by their instincts and passions.

In "The · Monster " -these

stylistic elements emphasize the inhuman capabilities of the towns
people that ultimately result in Dr. Trescott's ostracism.

Crane's

impressionistic use of . c olor and light imagery gives a nightmarish
quality to some of his scenes.

The creation of this atmosphere

emphasizes the mad , twisted mora lity of the townspeople a nd makes the
inhuman actions that morality allows seem more frightening.
A characteri zation of Dr. Trescott revea ls that his actions in
_ saving and pro tecting Henry are consistent with his character as Crane
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pre sents it in the story .

The doctor save s and prote cts Henry be cause

he is a humane pers on whose primary concern is for human life.

Events

in Crane's l ife as well as statements by him show that Crane believed
that an individual should act with courage and compassion according to
his own point of view regardless of public opinion.

Such facts help

substantiate this writer's contention that the bas ic theme of "The
Mons ter" is Dr. Trescott's attempt to live a life of courage, integrity,
and kindness as he understands them.
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